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ABSTRACT

The plane wave reflecton coeffcient is an important geometr independent mean of spec-
fying the acoustic response of a horizontay statified ocean bottom. It is an integral step in the
inversion of acoustc field measurements to obtain parameters of the bottom and it is us to

characteri an environment for purposes of acoustic imaging. This thesis studies both the gen-
eration of sythetic pressure fields through the plane wave reflecton coeffcient and the inversion
of measured pressure fields to estate the plane wave reflection coeffcient. These are related

though the Sommerfeld integral which is in the form of a Hankel transform. The Hankel
transform is extensively studied in ths thesis and both theoretical properties and numerical
implementations are considered. These results have broad applications. When we apply them to
the generation of synthetic data, we obtain hybrid numerical-analytcal algoriths which pro-
vide extremely accuate synthetic fields without sacrifsing computational speed. Thes algoriths
can accurately incorporate the effects of trapped modes guided by slow speed layers in the bot-
tom. We also apply these tools to study the inversion of measured pressure field data for the
plane wave reflection coeffcient. We address practical issues associated with the inversion pro-
cedure includig removal of the source field, samplig, field measurements over a finite range,
and uncontrolled variations in source-height. A phase unwrapping and associated interpolation
scheme is developed to handle improperly Spaced data.

A preliary inversion of real pressue field data is performed. In paralel, an inverson
of a synthetically generated field for simiar bottom parameters is also performed and the reslts
of processing the real and synthetic data are compared. The estate for the depth dependent
Green's fucton obtaed from the real data shares many featues with the depth dependent
Green's functon estated from the synthetic data, suggestig that the total inversion to obtain
the plane wave reflection coeffcient wil soon be possible. Errors in the present estate of the

plane wave reflection coeffcient are associated with uncontrolled source-height varations durig
the acquisition of data.
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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

/.1) Overview

The plane wave reflection coeffcient is an important geometr independent means of spec-

fying the acoustic response of R horiontally statified ocean bottom. It is used both to calculate

fields in propagations models and as an input to a variety of inverse techques which sek to

determe bottom parameters (1,2,3). In ths thesis we wil study both the generation of sy-

thetic pressure fields though the plane wave reflecon coeffcient and the inversion of measured

pressure fields to estmate the plane wave reflecton coeffcient. We wil consider only the fields

associated with a CW point source in the deep ocean over a horiontaly stratied bottm and

wil not allow the bottm to support shear waves. The results of ths thesis, however, are appli-

cable to a wide class of wave problems and can be generalid to permit the source to be with

any isovelocity layer and the introduction of shear. Further, it is our hope that the tools

developed in the course of this work wil find applications in many areas.

The foundation for our studies of the forward and inverse problems is the Hankel

transform, (4,5,6 ) which arises in these contexts because the Sommerfeld integral which relates

the plane wave reflection coefficient to the reflected field is in that form. We wil derive general

propertes of the Hankel transform to guide the work in these areas. We wil also study and

develop numerca implementations to permit computer processing. A fast, accate numerical

Hankel transform algorithm is developed and ilustated.

The Hankel transform results allow us to isolate significant sources of degradation in

numericany generated sythetic fields. To remove these sources we develop a hybrid analytcal-

numerical procedure which is signifcantly more accate without sacrifcing computationa

speed. This hybrid algorith performs some of the calculations analytcally while keeping the

numerical computation in the form of a Hankel transform.

Through another hybrid technque we incorporate the effect of trapped modes that may be
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guided by low speed layers in the bottom. The results are accuate both in the near and far

fields, in contrast with modal methods. The metod developed for handlg these modes can

also be used to control other complications associated with poles in the plane wave reflecton

coefficient such as those that would be introduced by allowing for shear wave propagation.

In Chapter V we begin to stdy the inversion of pressure field data to obtan an estiate

for the plane wave refecton coefficient. We draw upon our previous resuts to consder a

recetly proposed method for penorming th inversion by Frisk, Oppenheim and Martiez (7).

Frisk, Oppenheim and Martez have proposed that the Sommeneld integral be invered

diecy, without recourse to the specur approximation used by prevous methods. (7 ) With

such a diec inveron, estiates would no longer be confned to real angles of incidence and

regions where the specar appoxiation is vald. (8,9 ) Such a diec inversion has been made

possible recently by coherent measurements of the refeced presse field resultig from a point

source over a honzntally stratified bottom. (10) In ths chapte we stdy several practca issues

asciated with ths propose direct inversion. We consider directy the issues of source field sub-

tracion, saplig, windowing of the pressue field, and uncontrolled variations in source height.

The issue of source-field subtracton arises because the plane wave reflecon coeffcient is

diecty related to the reflectd field and not the tota field, which is measued. Under the issue

of sapling we stdy both the samplig rate requied to obtain a valid inversion and the effec

of improperly spaced data. To handle improperly spaced data, an interpolation procedure is

developed which is based on a new phase unwrapping procedure. In the discusson of widow-

ing we determine the range to which field measurements must be taken in order to obtain a vad

inversion. In the secton on source-height variation we characterie the degradation tht results

from varation in the source-height and study canonical variations.

Havig considered many of the isses afectg the diect inversion of pressure field data to

obta the plane wave reflecton coefficient we now actually penorm a prelimiary inversion of

rea data. In paralel we invert sythetic data that we have generated using bottom parametes
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comparable to those we believe associated with the real data. We draw upon the previous

developments to interpret the results.

In the remaining porton of ths chapter we briefly develop the acoustic framework upon

which ths thesis rests. We also describe the expenmental paradigm by which the real data was

gathered.

1.2) Plane Waves and a Horizontally Stratifed Environment

A honntally stratiied envionment is one for which the material parameters vary only

vertically. Such a simple environment makes possible an in depth study without the complications

that a more vaned envionment would introduce. The insights gained from studying th siple

envionment can provide an understanding of more complicated envonments. Also, for many

conditions, such as are found in the region of an abyssl plane in the deep ocean, the model is

itslf sucient.

Figure 1.2.1 shows an isovelocity water layer over a honzontally statied bottm. With

the water a single plane wave has the form:!

l(k.,x+k,y+k.z) -iWle e (1)
For ths wave to be a solution to the wave equation within the water (which has sound speed c):

i 2 1 a1 J
V - -- CP(x,t) = 0

c2 a2t

the wave numbers (kx' ky, and kz) must satisf:

(2)

2
k2+k2+k2 - ~ = 0x y z 2

C

We define the vector k == k x lx + ky ~ + kz fz and the scalar, k _ (i
c

(3)

k wi point in the direc-

tion that the plane wave propagates. In terms of this vector, the requiement (3) can be written

Ilkll == Ykx2+k/+k,/ = k (4)

1) Thoughout ths thesis we wi suppress the e -iwt tie dependence because it separates out frm an

the field exressions.
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If (4) is satisfied then (1) is formally a solution to the wave equation even if l is complex. When

one or more of the components of l are imaginary the plane wave is called evanescent and wil

vary exponentially in the directon of the imaginary component(s).

Considerations of symetry guarantee that when a plane wave strkes a horizontally stati-

fied bottom the resulting wave wil also be planar. For the puroses of field calculations, plane

waves are eigenfctions of horizontay stratiied systems. An incident plane wave given by :

Pi (k:cx +k,y +k,%)ie (5)
wil generate the reflected wave

P i(k:cx+k,y-k,z)Re (6)
The change in sign indicates that the reflectd wave is retunig in the z diecon. The ampli-

tude change defines the plane wave reflection coeffcient, which may be a fuction of l. Since

for fixed ú) only two of the thee components of l can be specified independently we wrte the

plane wave reflection coefficient explicitly as a function of only two:

PR
lc(kx,ky) = Pi (7)

Our plane wave reflecton coeffcient is defied for a single frequency only. Ths implies

that the incident signal has been present for all tie. The returg wave, PRei(k:cXH,Y-l,%), is

inuence by the bottom at all depths. Ths is in contrast to the occasional usage of the term for

which only the surface contribution to a pulsed input is considered.

1.3) The Weyl Integral

Because the wave propagation we consider is linear we can determine the response to a

more complicated incident field by considering that field as a superposition of plane waves. (9 )

To cacuate the reflected responses to a point source shown in Figure 1.3.1 we fist expess

the field of the point source at z = z 0 as a superposition of plane waves. We wnte:1

1) We wi use ko to denote the wave number in the wate.
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Figure 1.3.1 Point source geometr
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ilOVX2+y2 Xl Xl
P1(x,y,zo) = \1 = 21 f f A (kx,ky)el(k%X+k,y)dkxdky (1)x2+y2 'T -X:-Xl

Equation (1) 18 a two diensional Fourier transform and can be inverted to determine

A (kx ,k,):

~:i ik Vx2+y2

A (k k) = -l f I e 0 -i(k%X+k'Y)d d = i (2)x'y 2 ..1 e xy "'/2 2 2'T -:i-x: V x2+y2 V ko -kx -ky
E ch Ia . th . . (1) . th di' iv'k6 -k,?-l,1(:)a p e wave in e superposition propagates in e z ecton as e or

-iv'k2-l2-k2(:)
e 0 % , dependig on its diecton. Because the incident waves are those which cart

energy from the source to the bottm we know that all the waves have Re (k:) :: 0.1 Th allows

us to wnte the field at z:: z 0 as

:i x:

.. P ( ) = -L I I i i v' k6 -k%Lk/(:) i (k%x +k,y)dk dk (3)z.. Zo I x,y,z 2 .. iee x y
'T -:i-:i V k02 -k 2_k2x y

When thes waves strike the bottom at z =0 each is tuned around (+ ki - - ki) and is

sced by the plane wave reflection coeffcient. The reflected field at z =0 is given by:

x: x:

PR(x,y,O) = -l f f irc(kx,ky) eiv'kJ-k%2_k,2(:0)ei(k%X+k'Y)dkxdky (4)
2'I -:i-x: V k6 -kx2-k,2

The refeced field at any height z::O is deterined by propagatig ths reflected field up

just as we propagated the incident field down.

+ ::O P ( ) = -lfXl iX: ircCkx,ky) iv'k'l-k%Lk/(:+:o) i(k%X+k,y)dk. dk (5)Z Z 0 R x,y,z 2 vi e ex,
'I -x:-x: k02 -k 2_k 2x y

Equation (5) is oftn called the Weyl integral. (13 )

1.4) The Sommerfeld I1rtegral

1) The complex Po~nl vei:nr (11 ) associated with a plae wave is given by
1 ko -k2-k2

S (x ,y ,z) = -2 PU' = 2 % , Ip 12 (12 ) The power of the wave flows in the directon of the
wp

re part of the Poyntig vectr. A wave with positive rea part of V k 6 - k%2- kl caies energy in the po-

sitivez diecton.
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The field associated with a point source over a horizontally stratied bottm is symmetrc

about the z axis of Figure 1.3.1. We can exploit this symetry to reduce the two diensonal

Weyl integral (1.3.5) to a one diensonal integral.

The symetr of the problem guarantees that all the field varables in space show a cylidr-

ieal symetr. Because the two dimensional Fourer transform of a cicuarly syetrc fucton

wil also be ciculy syetrc, the Fourier domai wil als display a cylidnca symetr,

We defe

r2 .æ X2+y2

kr2 = kx2+k,2

With thes deftions we wrte (1.3.5) in cylidrical coordinates as:

(1)

~~ A~
P ( ) = -lff i r(k) i v 16 -l,.~zo+z) ikrcoø&k dk d 6R r,z 2 V 2 2 ,. e e,. ,.

'ß 0 0 k 0 - k,.

With r(Vkx2+k/).æ rc(kx,k,). Penorming the 6 integration and usg (14)

(2)

2'f

Jo(x) .æ -l f eixcosÐd6
2'ß 0

(3)

Equation (2) becomes

~

PR(r,z) = f V i rCk,.)eIVld-k,2Czo+z)Jo(k,.r)k,.dk,.
o k8 -k,.2

Th is the Sommene1d integral. (13 i

(4)

The Sommerfeld integral has the for

~

PR (r,z) = fG (k,. ,z ,zo)J o(rk,.)k,.dk,.
o

(5)

where

G(k"z,zo) == i r(k,.)eIVl6-l,ZCzo+z)
Vkj -k/

We wi refer to G (k,.,z ,z 0) as the depth dependent Green's functon or the Green's fucton.

(6)

The integral transform (5) is the Hanel transform. (4,5,6 i
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Equation (4) represents the reflected field as a superposition of cylidrcal waves of the

form Jo(krr)eiVJ:/¡-l,'ir), each of which can be considered to be a superposition of plane

waves al strikg the suface with the same horizontal wave number, kr. Because f(kr) is

related so diecty to the plane wave reflction coeffcient, reV kx2+k/) = f c (kx ,k,), we wil

refer to it as the plae wave reflecton coeffcient.

1.5) Obtaining the Reflection Coeffcient

Presetly most techiques for determig the plae wave reflecton coeffcient as a fu~

tion of horizntal wave number, f(kr), from the reflect pressure field, PR (r), do not concen~

trate on invertng Equation (1.4.4). Instead they consider the stationary phas approxiation to

tht Equation given by:l (9 1

PR(r) ~
f(rko)eikoR

R
R (1)

where kO is defied to be the water wave number, ;, and R2 æ r2+(zoTz)2

Equation (1.4.4) is inverted to provide

kor r R J
f(R)~ L eikoR PR(r)

rko rko
If Equation (2) is used to estate f( -) then I f( - ) I can be estimated from the mag-R R

(2)

nitude of P r (r) alone though:

Ir( rko) I ~ IR I Ip (r) I
R

Ths fact together with the simplicity of Equation (2) account for its widespread use.

(4)

1) More frequently the plane wave refcton coefcit as a functon of angle is relate though the spew-

Ja approxiation to refectd pressure fiel. We present it as a functon of horionml wave number to be

consistent with the rest of the text. If we denote r e( 6) 8l the plane wave refon coefcient as a func-

tion of angl, the two formulations are related though r 1i(6) = r(kosin(6)). kol- is the horiznta
R

wave number correspondin to the specula ange.
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Unfortuately the sttionary phase approximation upon which (4) is based is appropriate only

for distances, R, large compared to a wavelength and only for specular angles less than crti-

ca.(8,9) It completely ignores near field efect associated with r(kr) for kr ;: ko. For applica-

tions that consider near field effect or the character of the pressure field close to or greater than

the crtical angle, a more exact inversion of Equation (1.4.4) is required.

For such applications Frisk, Oppenhei, and Martinez (7) have propose that both the

magntude and phase of the reflected pressue field be measured and that the Sommerfeld

integral of Equation (1.4.4) be inverted directy, without recourse to the stationary phase

approxiation. The Sommerfeld integral is in the form of a Hankel transform. Since the

Hanel transform is its own inverse (5), Equation (1.4.4) can be inverted and solved for the

plane wave reflecton coefficient in terms of PR (r), the refected response to a point source.

Ths gives:

:x

r(kr) = -iv'kJ-kr2e-¡Yk(¡-k,2Iz+zolrPR(r)Jo(krr)rdr
o

(5)

1.6) Experimental Model

In ths thess we wil perform a preliminary inversion of measured prese field data

according to Equation (1.5.5), as suggested by Fnsk. Oppeneim, and Martinez. (7) The data

we analyze was taken by G. Frisk, J. Doutt, and E. Hays in 1981. In ths section we preset the

details of the experimental confguration they used. A similar expenmental confguration has

been descibed in the literature. (10)

Figure 1.6.1 shows the experimental configuration used by Frisk, Doutt, and Hays. As

shown, two receivers were moored 1.17 and 54.55 meters from the bottom of the ocean on an

abyssal plain under 1900 meters of ocean. The source was attched by cable to a shp on the sur-

face, and drifed slowly away at a height off the bottom of approximately 135 meters. Every 12

seconds the source emittd a 4 second 220 Hert tone which the receivers recorded aftr quadra-
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1900 m

11 KHz PINGER

220 Hz
PULSED

CW SOURCE , FLOATS

OJ DIBOS 2
i
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I
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135m

t

Figure 1.6.1 Experimental configuration used by Frisk, Doutt and Hays to obtain real data
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toe demodultion and low pass filtering. In ths way the complex amplitude of the field as a

fuction of range was recorded. The source strength was 177 dB re 1 i-Pa at 1 mete.

Recordig by the receivers was initiated every 12 seconds upon recognition of an 11 kH

trgger pulse sent from a pinger mounted on the source, and continued for 6 seconds. Durg th

tie the output of the receivers was quadratue demodulated, low pass filtered to 2 Hz, digiti

by a 12 bit AI converte at a 5 Hz rate and recorded on cassette tape. A scematic of the prel-

imna data processing in the receiver system is shown in Figure 1.6.2.

The shp drftd at a speed of about 1/2 kn allowing one sample of the field ever hal

wavelength. The clocks in the source and receiver were synchonid and had a stbilty of about

one par in 109 per day. The 11 kH emsson ties at the source and the arrival tie at the

receivers were usd to detee the slant range between the source and the receivers. As part of

the processg it was nec to esate the source height and conver from slant ranged to

horzontal range.

Fri, Doutt and Hays determined that the signal was in a steady stte condition by the 4th

data sample.

1.7) Summar

In ths thesis we consder the generation of synthetic pressure fields though the evaluation

of the Sommerfeld integral. This integral is in the form of the Hankel transform of the depth-

dependent Green's fuction. We als coder the inversion of a measured pressre :feld to esti-

mate the depth-dependent Green's fuction and from that the plane wave reflection coefcient.

The foundation of both these procedures is the Hankel transform. In the next chapte we wi

both cataogue and develop the properes of the Hanel transform that wil provide the founda-

tion for the work of ths thesis.
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I MICROPROCESSOR 1-1 
MEMORyr ~~~~~b~~

Figure 1.6.2 Schematic of preliminary processing by data acquisition system
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CHAPTER II:

THE HANKEL TRANSFORM

11.1) Overview

The relation of the Hankel transform to the two dimensional Fourer transform of a cicu-

larly syetric fucton makes it as important a tool for problems cast in cylidrical coordiate

systes as the Fourer transform for proplems in casian sytems. Applications can be found in

such diverse fields as asonomy, electrodynamics, elecostatics, oceography, physics, and

seology. Beuse it relates the presse field associated with a point source in a horintay

stratied medium to the plane wave reflecon coefficient, it forms the foundation of ths thesis.

In th chapte we explore the properties of the Hankel transform.

We begi by presntig the most common deftions of the Hanel transform in Secton

ll.2. We show how the Hankel transform arises from the two diensional Fourer transform of a

ciaily symetrc fucton in Seon II.3. To relate the Hankel transform to the more fam-

liar one diensona Fourier transform, in Secton ITA we present its asymptotic form. In Seon

ll.S we complete our presentation of availble properties with a suar ot imporant rests

availble in the liteatue.

The remainder of ths chapter is devoted to results previously unavailable. We derive these

results to provide the foundation for our work later in ths thesis. Secton 11.6 examines widow-

ing and the Hanel transform. We wi later use the results derived in ths section to determe

the range over which pressure field data must be known in order to successfuy estiate the

plane wave reflecon coeffcient. We willalso later use the approxiate resuts presnted in ths

setion to determine the effect of varyg source-height during data acquisition on the estiate of

the plane wave reflecton coeffcient. Seon 11.7 stdies the effec of saplig on the Hankel

transform. Samplig isses arse both when data to be transformed is available only on a discete

set of points and when the Hanel transform is computed numerically. The results from ths sec-

tion wil be us extnsvely in Chapter IV.
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The addition of white Gaussan noise is often a reasonable model for the accumulated

efect of many sources of corruption actg on a measured sign.aL. Secton II.8 discusses the

degradation introduced into the Hankel transform of a signal by the addition of white Gaussian

noi. It als shows that saplig such a functon on a square root grid can improve the noise

behavior of the associated Hankel transform.

We begi now by presenting common defitions of the Hankel transform.

B.2) D~finition ofth~ Hank~l Transform

In the liteatue a number of dierent integral transforms are referred to as the Hankel

tranorm.1 Thee of thes are presente below:

1)H 1 ¥ (r ) ) '" £ f(r )J .(pr )rdr '" F 1 (p ) Watsn (1966)

2)HT .¥ (r) ) '" 2"'£1 (r )J .(2",p' )rdr '" F .(p) Bracewel (1965)

3)HT 3 ¥ (r) ) ~ £1 (r )J .(pr ) v; dr '" F 3(P) Bateman (1953)

Deftions (1) and (2) are only superficially diferent since F 2(P) = 2-rF 1(2-rp). Defiition (3)

is substatialy dierent with

F3(p) _ HT fil L

vp - II v; J
As we wil see, under deftion (3) the Hankel transform has properes very simlar to the

(4)

Founer transform. We wil us defition (1), never-the-Iess, because of its relationship to the

two dienonal Fourer transform.

1) Sometes these tranorms are al refered to as the zero-order Hanel transform. We wi not make
tht distictn in th thess.
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n.3) The Hankel Transorm as a Two Dimensional Fourier Transform

If we us the defition of Watson

HT~(r) I ~ rf(r)Jo(pr)rdr æ F(p)

then the Hanel transform is simply related to the 2 diensional Founer transform of a CÍcu-

(1)

larly syetrc fucton. (1,2 i To show ths we write the 2 diensional Founer transform in

caan coordite:

:i :i
Fe (kz ,k,) iæ 2~ LLf c (x ,y )e i(lzx +1,y) dxdy

If Ie (x ,y ) is cicuarly symetnc we can unambiguously defie

(2)

fCr) = fcCx,y) where r == Vx2+y2

Writig (2) in pola coordinate we have:

(3)

:i21T

Fp(p,~) = i- f fl(r)eiprcO.(O-q,)rdrd6
2'l 0 0

A chge of varables ~ == 6-~ shows that:

(4)

:i2'I

F p (p,~) = i- f f f (r )e i prcos~rdrd ~ (5)
2'l 0 0

so Fp(p,~) is not a fucton of~. We suppress a" drop the subscipt, P, and penorm the ~

integration usg

2'I

i- f eÎxcosldç == J oex)

2'l 0

to se tht any radi slce of the two dimension Fourier transform of the cicularly symetrc

(6)

fucton Ie (x ,y) is given by:

:i

F (p) = f f (r)J o(pr )rdr
o

(7)

which is the Hankel tranorm.

By coderg the Hanel transform as the two dimensional Fourier transform of a CÍcu-

larly symetrc fucton we can al relate the Hankel transform to the Abel transform. The
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Abel transform frequently anses in optics, seismology and other fields. In this formulation it wil

appear as the projection of a two dimensional cicularly symmetric function onto its axis.

We begin by notig that the slice of the two dimensional Fourier transform in polar form,

F p (p,O), equals the slice of the two dimensional Founer transform in cartesian form, F c (p,O),

sice both functons represent the same slice of the two dimensional Fourier transform. When

f c (x ,y) is circuarly symetric then its transform in polar form, F p (p,~), is cicuarly sy-

i:etnc and equal to F (p), its Hankel transform, as we have shown. For th case we cal there-

for wnte:

:i :i
F(p) = Fp(p,O) = FC(p,O) = f-f r fc(x,y)eiPXdxdy

'1 -:i-:i
(8)

If we perform the y integration fist we have

F(p) ~ i. il !!cCX,Y)dy J .'PZdx (9)
The integral in y generates the projecon of f C (x ,y ) onto the x axis. We defie ths projeon

to be p (x ). If we use the cicular symetr of f C (x ,y) we can rewrite ths projecton as::i:i :i
p(x) = f fc(x,y)dy = f fc(v'x2+y2,O)dy = 2f fc(Vx2+y2,O)dY (10)-:i -:i 0

Or in the cylindrical coordiate system

:i

p(x)=2rJ(r)rdr (11)
Ix I V r2-x2

Equation (11) is the Abel transform of f (r ). The Abel transform can therefor be considered as

the projection of a cicularly symetc f c (x ,y) onto the x axis. Since the Hankel transform

was shown to. be the Fourier transform of the projecton we see that

F(p) æ HTV (r) 1 ~ FTIA VCr) LL (12)

This relationship was presented by Bracewell. (3 1 Implementation of the Hankel transform

tboughEquation (12) is equivalent to the projecton-slice method proposed by Oppenheim,
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Frisk, and Martez. (4 )

Equation (12) relates the Hankel transform and the one dimensional Fourier transform

though the Abel transform. When we consider only large values of p, the transform variable,

an approximate relationship between the Hankel transform and the one diensional Fourier

transform can be developed that does not involve the Abel transform. This can be done though

the asptotic form of the Hankel transform, which we present in the next section.

11.4) The Asymptotic Form

If the Hankel transform is not dominated for all values of p by the behavior of the kernel

near the origi (as would be the cae for 8(r )/r for example) then the asyptotic behavior of

the transform can be studied by substituting in the asymptotic form for the Besl fucton. If

we use the asymptotic form for the Bessel fucton presnted by Lipscitz (5, 6 i 1

v; 11 1. 11 9 i 11 2j~Jo(x) = cos(x--) + -sin(x--) - - cos(x--) - 6- x::Ov2 4 8x 4 128x2 4 3x
where 161 :S 1 and we keep only the leading terms in x , the Hankel transform becomes:

(1)

Xl

v'F(p) ~ ~ f¡(r)cos( Ipr I-~)Y;drv1TO 4
If we expand the cosine term Equation (2) becomes:

(2)

v'F (p) ~ "* !I ¡ (r )cos (pr ) Y; dr + sgn (p) j ¡ (r )sin (pr ) V; dr i (3)1T 0 0
The integrals in Equation (3) are the Fourer cosine transform and the Fourer sine transform (8

). In some cases ths form allows us to extend results available for these Fourier transorms to

the Hankel transorm. When the sgn (p) term can be ignored, for example, Equation (3) sug-

gests that asymptoticall v'F (p) behaves much lie the Fourer transform of v"¡ (r).

The sgn (p) ter ca not be ignored without futher approxiation when the values of the sine

1) A more recet reference in the form of an asyptotic seies with the same leading term is (7)
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and cosine transforms for negative p effect the positive part of the spectrm. Such is the case

when these transforms are degraded by sampling or integration to a finite liit, for example. (9 1

Had we used the definition of Bateman for the Hankel transorm, Equation (3) would have

appeared even more like a Fourier transform:

F3(p) ~ "* !Jf(T)COS(PT)dT + sgn(p)ÎfCT)Sin(pr)drJ (4)~ 0 0
Bateman's defiition (Equation 11.2.3) is more diecty related to the Fourier transform than the

definition of Watsn (Equation IT.2.2). Despite th, .we use the defition of Wats becuse

we with to preserve the relationship between the Hankel transform and the 2-diensional

Fourier transform presented in Secon IT.3.
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II.S) General Properties of the Hankel Transform

A number of propertes for the Hankel transform are readily available in the literature.

(10,1,6,7) We present some of the more important of these here for completeness.i

:i

PROPERTY fer) F (p) = If (r )J o(pr )rdr
0

self - inverse F(p) fer)
linearity a fi(r)+f2(r) a F l(p)+F 2(P)

scaling f (ar)
-lF (.Q)

a2 a

derivative V2f (r)
-p2F (p)

:i :i

power If (r)g '" (r )rdr = IF (p)G'" (p)pd po 0
moment

""

F(p) = i (-i)llm;:+lp2n withmn=frllf(r)dr11=0 (n !)2i 0

In the remainder of ths chapter we develop propertes of the Hankel transform not avail-

able in the literatue but of considerable importance to the later developments in th thsis. We

begin by determing the effect of on the Hankel transform of a fuction when it is multiplied by

a range liited window.

ß.6) Windowing and the Hankel Transform

8) An exact windowing expression

The definition of the Hankel transform has infity as the upper limit of integration. In

practce it is oftn impossible to carr out the integration to innity. This may be becuse the

functon to be transformed is only known out to a finite range or because the integration must be

lWe wi consider two functons to be equal if the result of convolvig thei diference with a band-liited

functon is always zero. Ths is equality in the sense of generaled functons.
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perormed numerically and only a finite number of calculations can be made. Following the

convention used with the Fourier transform we will write the upper liit of integration as inin-

ity but wil make the functon to be transformed zero beyond some finite upper limit by multi-

plying by a window of fiite extent. (9 1 In this secton we will explore the degradation intro-

duced into the Hankel transform of a fucton by such windowing. The results of ths secton

wil alo find application to the approximate evaluation of integrals of the form

""

ff(r)J o(pr)J o(~r )rdr
o

which arise in ths thesis in connecton with source-height effect.

(1)

An exact but cubersome expression for the effect of windowing can be derived from a

reslt presented by Bracewell. (10 ) If we define:

:i

P (p) == f p (r )J o(pr)rdr
o
:i (2)

w (p) = f w (r)J o(pr )rdr
o

Then P w (p), the Hankel transform of the product of p (r) and w (r) is given by;"" :i2'I
Pw(p) == fp(r)w(r)Jo(pr)rdr = f fp(t)W(Vp2+~2_2ptCOS6)td6dt (3)o 00

We ca relate the Hanel transform of the windowed function, P w (p) to the Hankel transorm

of the unwindowed fuction, P (p), by carryig out the theta integration in Equation (3) to

obtain: :i ~
Pw(p) = fP(t)H(p,ç)dç with H(p,ç) == çfW(Vp2+e-2pçcOS6)d6 (4)o 0

If H(p,ç) had the form II(p-ç), then Equation (4) would be a convolution, reminiscent

of the windowing result for the Fourier transform. (9 1 By placig some restictions of w (r) we

can derive an approximate expression for the effect of wind owing that has the form of a convo-

lution.
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b) Approximation as a convolution

A simpler approximate expression describing the effect of windowing can be derived by

usg the asyptotic expression for the Hanel transform:

vTF(p) ~ i !Jf(r)COS(pr)v'dr + sgn(p)Jf(r)Sin(pr)v'drJ'I 0 0
æ ; (Gj! (p) + sgn (p)Go(p) )

Gj! (p) and Go(p) are a Fourier cosine transform and Fourier sine transform respectvely. (8 1

(1)

The cosine tranform and the sin transform each have the property that the transform of a pro-

duct is the convolution of the transforms. Using ths, the efect of windowing in the asyptotic

forulation of Equation (1):

vTF w (p) ~ i !If(r)w (r )cos (pr )V"dr + sgn (P)If (r)w (r )sin (pr )V"drJ (2)'I 0 0
can be written as:

vTFw(p) ~ Gj!(p)*Wp(p) + sgn(p) (Go (p)*WF(p) )

where we have defined:

(3)

""

WF(p) = f w(r)eiprdr (4)-""

In general Equation (3) can not be rewritten as the convolution of F(p) with a widow

term because of the sgn (p) term. However, if the Fourier transform of the widow, W p (p), is

efectvely confned to a narrow band around p = 0, then for p larger than ths band (Bw):

P );Bw Ge (P)*WF (p)+sgn (p) (Go (P)*WF (p) J ;: Ge (p)*W F (:l)+ (sgn (p)Go (p) )*WF (PO)
Combinig Equations (2), (3), and (5) we have:

vTFw(p) ~ (vTF(P) )*WF(p)

which is our asymptotic resut.
(6)

If W F (p) is not neglgible beyond some band, B w' then the effect of windowing on the
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Hankel transform can not be put in ths simple form. For such cases the exact result of Equation

(II.6a.4) must be used.

c) Resolution and leakage

Given Equation (II.6b.6) we can address the practical issues associated with windowing.

As is frequently done for the Fourier transform, we divide the issues associated with windowing

into two general classes. The fist we cal resolution and refers to the local smearing affected by

the main lobe of the window. The second we call leakage and refers to the contribution of the

side lobes. (9, 11 )

We begin by expanding Equation (I.6b.6) to write:

:i :i

p;:O v'Fw(p) ~ fVlf(ç)WF(P-~)dç with WF(p):s fw(r)eiprdr (1)o -:l
When p is sufciently large ( p greater than some Po) then ~ can be considered constant over

the main lobe of WF(p-ç). For these p, Equation (1) can be wrtten approximately as

:x

P;:Po VPFw(p) ~ v'fF(ç)WF(p--ç)dç
o

(2)

so that

:i

Fw(p) ~JF(ç)WF(P-ç)dç
o

Under ths condition the issues of resolution for the Hankel transform are the same as those for

(3)

the Fourer tranform. If we desire to resolve events in the Hankel transform on the order of B

then the lobe of our window must be less than B. Discsions about a variety of windows are

avaiable in the literature. (9,11 ) For the Hannng class of windows, the mai lobe width is 1.,
B

where B is the length of the window. Our requirement for resolution of events on the order B

becomes:

B;:1.
8 (4)

Leakage is the phenomena we associate with the side lobes. For the pUrose of ths analysis
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we consicler the lobe width to be suficiently smal that it can be approximated by an impulse so

that we ignore the smearing effects that we have assigned to resolution. We approximate W F (p)

as a weighted superposition oÎ impulses:

WF(p) ~ Lo¡8(p-T¡) (5)
i

The o¡ indicate the rate at which the side lobes approach zero. The convolution of Equation (2)

becomes:

Xl

YpF(p) ~ fVlf(s)Lo¡8(p-S-T¡)ds-Xl i
LO¡ V p-T¡F (p-T¡)

¡

(6)

When we are concerned about the leakge due to a singulaity, we must consider the weightig

Q¡ V p - T¡ which indicates the amount of leakage of an event at T¡ of strength 1 would have at

p. Here the Hankel transform differs from the Fourier transform because of the V p-Tj te

which slows the decay rate. Consequently for equivalent leakage, the lobes of the window must

fall by a factr of *' faster than that requied for equivalent performance in the Fourier

p

transform. For ths reason we have concentrated on the Hanng window rather than the Ham-

mig in many of our examples.

By weightig the side lobe heights by a factor of vp, optial windows could be desgned

for Hankel transforms in a manner analogous to the Fourer transform.

d) Examples

in ths section we present two exampìes oi winåowing anå the Hankel transform. To each

we apply a rectngular window;

r 1 0 -: r -: 4000
w(r) = to 4000 -: r (1)

which has a lengt simlar to the range over which data is available in the experiment descrbed

¡1 V r2+22
in Secton (1.6). The fist function we transform is V for which the tre Hanel

r2+22
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i iVkLp2(2)transform is given by Y k2_p2 e . Figure II.6d.l presents the log-magnitude of

ik Vr2+(2)Ze

Y,2+(2)2
o -: , -: 4000. As can be seen in the figure, this fuction decays almost four

orders of magnitude over the window length. Figures II.6d.2a and II.6d.2b present the magni-

tude and phase of its computed transform. Essentially no degradation due to alasig is apparent

elk Vr2+(133)2in the computed transform. Figure II. 6. 3 presents the magnitude of y' Over the
,2+(133)2

widow lengt ths fucton has decayed roughly two orders of magnitude. Figures II.6dAa and

II.6dAb present the magnitude and phase of its Hanel transform. The correc transform is

given by: i eIVkLp2(133). The magnitude of the correct transform should look like
Y k2_p2

lie V /ì+(2)2e Y for OSpSk. Instead the magnitude of the transform shown in Figure II.6dAa
k2_p2

shows considerably more degradation than that of Figure II.6d.2a. This is due to the fact that

ths is the transform of a functon which has proportionally more energy outside the window.

One is tempted to assume the ripples apparent in Figure n.6d.4a are due to leakage of the

V 1 singularity. This is not the source of degradation, however as may be sen by notigk2_p2

that ths same singularity is present in the first transform of Figue II.6d.2a for which no such

npplig is apparent. The ripplig is due to the smeanng of the transform in Figure II.6d.3a over

its rapidly oscilatig phase term eiVkLp2(l33) which is not apparent in the magnitude plot.

When the true phase varies rapidly over the width of the main lobe of the window the effect of

smoothg can actually be to introduce ripplig into the computed magnitude.
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11.7) Sampling and Aliasing

It is often necessar to approximate the integral in the Hankel transform by a sum. This

approximation may be necessary because the functon to be transformed is known only on a

discrete set of points or because the integral must be evaluated numerically. The resultig su

wil be a degraded version of the true Hankel transform. We will adopt the termnology of

Fourier transforms and refer to the replacement of the integral by a sum as samplig and the

resulting degradation as aliasing. In ths secton we examine the form that aliasing taes for the

Hankel transform.

The discrete sum approximation that we will concentrate on is the Fourier-Bessel series.

We wil derive an expression that relates the output of the Fourier-Bessel series to the tre

Hankel transform. Because the Founer-Bessel senes uses samples on a set of points that is

approximately evenly spaced, the results we denve wil be approximately correct for any evenly

spaced samplig scheme.

We begin with the formulation of the Fourer-Bessel seres (7,6 1 which states:!

o~ ~1 F( ) = 2 ~ i1 F(~)Jo(Àn~)i;d~ J (À )p P ¿. J 2 (À ) 0 n Pn =10 1 n
Where Àri n = 1,2,3, . . . are the ordered zeros of J o(x).

(1)

If F (p) = 0 for P? 1 then the integral in the expression above is just the Hankel

transform of F (p) evaluated at Àn, f (Àn) so that the Hankel transform, F (p), can be expressed

exacty as a sum:

:: ,. /.. "
J ~An)

O~p~l F(p) = 2 ~ 2 JO(ÀnP) when F(p) = a for p?l (2)
n=1J1 (Àn)

When F (p) is not trly bandlited to p ~ 1 and/or the sum is not carned out to innity, Equa-

tion (2) is only an approximation to the Hankel transform. The study of the effect of fiite N on

1) We wi ca two functons equal if the Fourier trnsform of thei diference has no energy at any fite
frequency. For th reason we need not singl out the values of F (p) in Equation (1) at points of discon-
tiuity .
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the approximation is the study of windowing, covered in the previous section. Here we consider

only the degradation that occurs because the infinite series is used in place of the integral.

Finally, we note that it is because the zeros of Jü(x), Àn, rapidly approach nir+1. that the
4

sampling above is approximately evenly spaced.

To determine the effect of approximatig the Hankel transform:

:i

F(p) = ff(r)Jo(pr)rdr
o

(3)

by the Fourier-Bessel series:

A N 20.: p': 1 F(p) = ~ 2 f(Àn)Jo(ÀnP) (4)
n=1J1 (Àn)

we express F (p) in terms of the correct transform, F (p), by invertng (3) to write f (r) in terms

of F (p). We substitute ths into Equation (4) to yield:

o oe p': 1 F (p) = ~ 2 2 !I F (~)J o(Àn ç)~d ç J
n=1J1(Àn) 0

J o(Àn p) (5)

Interchanging the order of integration and summation we have

:i

F(p) = fF(i;)TN(p,~)i;di;
o

Where, following the notation of Watson (page 582) (7) we define:

(6)

TN(P,~) == 2 ~ r JO(Àn;)Jo(ÀnP) J
n=1l J1(Àn)

(7)

The study of aliasing for the Fourier-Bessel series is the study of T :;(p,~). We can obtain

an expression for T :;(p,~) by using an asyptotic result presented by Schlafl:1,2 (12 1

1 ¡siAN(P-E) sinAN(2-p-E)j 1
TN (p,i;) - ~ . '1 - - . '1(2- __) where AN == (N +4)'1

p~ sin -(p-¡;) sin P ¡;2 2 (8)

1) Ths difers from Watson's presentation of Schf1's result.
2) Sch does not restct the region of validity of his result. Watson, however, states that Schl's result
proceeds from a formula which is strcty valid only for O'p+¡;,2 and p'r=ç. We wi late plot T 128(P,¡;)

to show that the results of this analysis appear valid inside the region O'p+~:s2 and approxiately vald
outsde that region.
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As N _oc TN (p,t) approaches a weighted sequence of impulses. We determine that sequence

here.

We begin our analysis of Equation (8) by fist considering the expression:

sin ANx

sin 'IX
2

~ si ¡ N"X+~ J

. 'IX
sm -i

(9)

Which equals

sin N 'IX 'IX cos N 'IX . 'IXCOS - + SIn -. 'IX 4 . 'IX 4sin - sin -2 2
In Appendix I we show that as N - oc the first term in (10) approaches the liit:

(10)

~(-l)kõ(.! -2k)k 2 (11)

In Appendi I we also show that the second term in Equation (10) approaches O. The lit

of Equation (9) is therefore given by:

lirn sinANx = :¿(-1)kõ(Æ.--2k) (12)N.. . 'IX k 2sin-i
Using Equation (12) the fist term in Equation (8) can now be seen to approach the lit:

li sin AN(p-t)N-:x. 'I(p-~)sm 2
2:¿( -1)kõ(p-t-4k)

k
(13)

The second term in Equation (8) can be put in the form of Equation (9) by defig

y == 2-p-g:

si AN (2-p-ç)

. 'I(2-p-t)sin 2

Combining Equations (13) and (14) we have:

sin ANY. ~
sin 2

(14)

li sin AN(2-p-ç) =N-~ . 1T(2-p-i;)sm 2
2í:C -l? õ(2-p-ç-4k)

k
(15)
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We can determine T ",(p,ç) by combing (13) and (15):1

Ji TN(p,ç) = 4 ~ 2:( -i)k (Ù(P-ç-4k) - ù(2-P-ç-4k))N _'" v pç k (16)

If our transform is not severely aliased so that F (p) is negligible for p :? 2 then substitutig

Equation (16) into Equation (6) shows that:

2

OO:p 0: 1 F (p) ~ £F(ç) ~ (ù(p-ç) - ù(2-p-i;) )çdç

which equals for OO:p-:l :2

(17)

" V'~pF(p)=F(p)- F(2-p)
P

We observe that the aliasing resut most diecty relates vpft (p) to VPF (p).

(18)

An example of aliasing is presented in Figure II.7.1 where we see 4VP ties the Hankel

transform of e -8r2 generated with the Fourier-Bessel series. The figure displays the alasing

terms generated by the impulses in Equation (16). In the region DO: pO: 2 the figure matches

the result indicated in Equation (17) very well. In the region 00: pO: 4 the figure does not

correspond exacty to what would be determied by substitution Equation (16) into Equation (6)

indicatig the liited validity of Schlafl's resut.

Figure II.7.2 shows a plot of 2~T 128(P,Ç) 0.: p': 10 0.: i;"- 10. Ths pictue sup-

ports the accuacy of Equation (16) for T ",(p,i;) for DO: p +çs; 2 and suggests that Equation

(16) is at least approximately correct over the range of p and ç shown in the figure.

We conclude ths section with a final example of aliasing for the Hankel transform that will

play an important roie in the generation of sythetic data. Figure n.7.3 shows the functon

1
¡(r)= 2 2 Im(ro):?O

r -ro

corresponding to two poles, one at r = ro and the other at r = -roo This fuction has the

(19)

known Hankel transform'. (81

1) Over the region of valdity for Sch's result.

2) We have included the point p + ç = 2, which is not strictly with the interal specied by Watson.
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F (p) = - 'Ii H £1) (rop)
2

(20)

-,ri
Asymptotically H Ó1) (r op) ~ vÍ e 4 e irop so that its magnitude should appear

V'Iro pvÍ 1
Consequently the magnitude of F (p) should appear smooth and decay as -:. InV'IrOP' vp

Figure II.7.4 we se the numercally computed tranorm usig the samples f ¡ 2~~ 1. Rapid

oscilations are apparent which are not present in the magnitude of the correct transform. The

source of these osciations is aliasing, which can be seen by using Equation (18) to approximate

the numerically computed transform;

v2 -¡'I irop y' 4096-p v2 -1'1 iro(406-p)F (p) ~ e e - e e (21)
V'IroP vp V'Iro(4096-p)

which equals

A 1 vÍF(p)~~~ep 'Ir 0
with A == e (4096)iro. This can be rewritten as:

i'l
4 (eirop _ Ae -iroP )

(22)

y; i'l
F(p) ~ ~ '¿e -4 ((l_A)eirOp + 2iA sin(rop) J (23)

P 'Ir 0
where the beating caused by the aliasing is apparent in the sin(rop) term. The alased output

displays the form of the *" decay term ties an extremely degraded estiate of VPF (p).
p

When the transform decays only at a rate of of *, ths example shows that severe degradation

p

due to aliasing can be expected.

D.S) The Effect of Additive White Gaussian Noise on the Hankel Transform

a) Statement of the Effect of Additive White Gaussian Noise on the Hankel Transform

In practice it is seldom possible to know exacty the functon whose transform we desie.

Frequently it is possible to model the uncertainty about the input fuction by assumig that the
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errors associated with each sample are random and uncorrelated from point to point. Since the

combined effect of many random factors can oñen be modeled with a Gaussian distribution (by

invoking the central liit theorem (13 D the assumption is often added that the distribution of

error around each point is Gaussian. This model of the uncertainty corresponds to additive white

(the uncorrelated assumption) Gaussian noise. We assume the mean of the noise process is zero

so that the expectation of the noisy input signal is the tre input. If we furer assume that the

variance of the noise process is not a function of the input sample number then ths Gaussian

noise process is stationary.

In ths section we explore the effect of such uncertainty on the Hankel transform of the

input fuètion. Since the Hankel transform is a linear operator and the noise process has zero

mean, the effect of the noise wil be to introduce a variance in the output of the Hankel

transform proportonal to the noise power but the expected output wil n~t be corrupted. (14 1 In

ths section we first show that unlie the Fourier transform the variance of the Hankel transform

of stationary white Gaussian noise is not stationary, but instead concentrates power near the ori-

gin. Ths result is important because frequently the Hankel transform is used in place of the two

diensional Fourier transform in problems with an underlying cicular symmetr. Because of

ths property, a slce of the the two dimensional Fourier transform of noisy measurements made

over a two dimensional grid of a cicularly symetric field wil differ from the Hankel transform

of a slice of that field.

In Section (b) we wil show that if f (v;) is a stationary white Gaussian noise process then

F (VP) wil also be stationary white Gaussian noise. This result implies that if the input fuction

is sampled on a v; grid and each sample is independently corrupted by (zero mean) Gaussian

noise that does not depend on the sample number, then samples of the Hankel transform on a

vP grid wil be independently corrupted by Gaussian noise and the amount of corruption wil

not depend on the value of p. On these grids each sample represents the same area of the under-

lying two dimensional circularly symmetric function and the noise properties of the Hankel
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transform are equivalent to the noise properties of the underlyig two dimensional Fourier

transform.

To show that the Hankel transform concentrates noise power near the origin we first wrte:

B

FB(p);; I (.(r)+n(r) )Jo(pr)rdr
o

Where we have introduced the liit of integration, B , to insure convergence. n (r) is stationar

(1)

white Gaussian noise with variance No. The variance of F B is given by

VaT (PB(p) 1 =

= E (¡PB(p) - E(Fs(p)) 121

= E (IÍn(r)Jo(pr)rdr 12)

. s

= lIE (n(tt)n(ß) )Jo(Ptt)Jo(Pß)ttßdttdß
B B

= fIN oB(tt -ß)J o(ptt)J o(pß)ttßdttd ß00
.

= NoIJ5(ptt)tt2dtt
o

(2)

For p = 0 Equation (2) above shows that

(A B Nof3VAR FB(O) 1 = NoIa2da = -r
o

(3)

When p*O

r ) B. N pBVAR LFB(P) = NoIJ1(pa)a2da = -T Il;2Jl(l;)dl;o P 0 (4)

In unts of normalied frequency v ;; p/B

( 1 B N ·VAR FB(p) = NoIJ1(pa)a2da = --ieJ6(ç)di;o vB 0 (5)

which is plotted in Figure II.Sa.l. As can be seen ths fuction decays rapidly with v so that the

Hankel transform concentrates noise power near the origin. We can explain why ths noise pro-

pert of the Hankel transform differs from that for the Fourier transform by considerg the.

underlyig two dimensional cicularly symetrc Fourier transform represented by the Hankel

transform.
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Figure IL3a.l Noise variance of the output oI the Hankel transform for an input of stationary
white Gaussian Noise
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We recall from Section (II. 3) that the Hankel transform of a function, I (r), corresponds to

a slice of the two diensional Fourier transform of the fuction ¡ (r ,e) made by sweeping f (r)

around the origin in two dimensions (so that ¡(r,e) = I(r) for al e). When we generate the

Hankel transform of the noisy input, I (r) + n (r ), we obtain a slice of the two diensional

Fourer transform of I(r)+n(r) swept around the origin. The result is very different from

sweeping I (r) around the origi and then adding SWGN (stationary white Gaussian noise) in

two diensions. In the fist case the noise field is circuarly symmetric, in the second case it is

not. It is the symetry in the underlyig noise field implied by the Hankel transform that causes

the concentration of noise power near the origin.

We will now show that ths behavior of the Hankel transform with respect to noise can be

averted by changing to a v; coordinate system for the input and a vP coordinate system for the

output. Samples evenly spaced in these square root coordinate systems have the proper that the

distance between any two samples always represents the same area of the underlyig two dien-

sional (cicuarly symetric) fuction. Each noisy sample of the fucton and its Hankel

transform represents the same amount of area in the underlying two dimensional spaces. Conse-

quently the noise properties are equivalent to those associated with samples evenly space on a

cartesian grid (assciated with the two dimensional Fourer transform).

b) Prool that il I (v;) is stationary white Gaussian noise then F (VP) will also be stationary white

Gaussian noise, where F (p) is the Hankel translorm 011 (r)

The proof that if I (V") is stationary white Gaussian noise (SWGN) then F (vi) is also

SWGN, consists of three parts and a conclusion. First we wil show that for the integral

:i

transform defined as F i(P) ;; f i (r )J o(pr ) v¡ dr that I (r) is SWGN if and only if F 2(P) is
o

SWGN. Second we wil use ths to show that V;1(r) is SWGN if and only if vlF(p) is SWGN..

Finally we show thatif V"i (r) is SWGN then f (v;) must be SWGN.

i) Prool that F 2(P) is stationary white Gaussian noise il and only if I (r) is stationary white Gaus-
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sian noise. where F 2(p) is the Hankel transform off (r) as defined by Bateman.

We begin by recallng that the Hankel transform defined by Bateman (8 I and presented in

'"

Section (11.2) is given by Fi(p) == If (r )Jo(pr) Ypdr . Because this operator is linear, F i(P) is
o

Gaussian. For the same reason if the mean of f (r) = 0 then the mean of F 2(p) is also O. VIe

need only show, then, that

E IF i(Pi)F 2(P2) l= C B(Pi-Pi) (1)

Now

EIFz(pi)F2(pz) L =

E Ilf (r )Jo(Pir )v;drlf (E)Jo(piE)v;d El

~ .~

= IIN oS(r -E)Jo(Pir)JO(P2S)'VPiP2rEdrdE00
(2)

= No V¡I J o(PiE)J 0(p2E)Ed E
o

N ~ r- S(Pi-P2)= OVPiP2
Pi

= N oB(pi - P2)

This proves that f(r) SWGN implies that Fi(p) is SWGN The converse is proven by noting

that the above integral transform is its own inverse so thatthe same argument applies, reriJacing

fer) with F 2(P)'

ii) Proof that YpF (p) is stationary white Gaussian noise if and only if vl-f (r) is stationary i~'l:i1e

Gaussian noise, where F (p) is the Hankel transform off(r)

From (i) we know that if V;f (r) is SWGN then

'" '"

J(V;f (r ))Jo(pr )Ypdr = v'Jf(r)J o(pr )rdr== VPF(p)o 0 (3)

:i

is SWGN. Sinceth.e HaIL~el transform, If (r )J o(pr)rdr is its Own inverse the converse fol1cT::s by
o

starting "iith 'ltf(r)
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Hi) Prool That V;¡ (r) is stationary white Gaussian noise if and only if I (V;) is stationary white

Gaussian noise

r 1 ( 1 8(ri-r2)First we show that if E ~ (ri)1 (r2) = 8(ri-r2) then E I (l Ird)1 (1 (r21) = i (ri)

Ths assumes that Î(r) and l-\r) exist in the region of interest.

Proof'

I(l(r D =
oc

= 1 I(iI~D8(r-~)d~ (4)-x
'"

= 11 (a)8(r - l-l(a)) do._'" i(r1(a))
Using Equation (4) we can write E V (1 (riDI(1 (r2D 1 as:

E (. (l (r11)! (l h)) ) =

j IE (.(a1)!(a2)) 8(ri-1-1.(a1))8(r2-1~1(a2))da1da2
-..-'" l(1-1(ai))(1- (a2))'" '" (1 1
1 1 ( )8 r1-l- (a1))8h-1- (a2))da1da28 a1-a2 . 1 1
-"'-'" 1(1- (a1)ll- (a2))

I'" 8(r1-1-1(a))8(r2-1-1(a))-'" l-(l-l(a))
If we define ç == r1(0.) so that 0. = l(i;) and do. = i(E,)d~ then

(5)

x

E r/(1(r1D/(1(r2Dl = I8(r1-i;)8(r2-~) .di;~ -x l(~)
8(ri-r2)=

j(r1)

~~. . ,., ~"r'~n.~_..~~_r~, ,~, ,1 8(r1-'r2)
we now snow mai ¡ ~ v r ) ;:Wul"l lIT L.ll :..1)1 ~r2) j = r1

(6)

We apply the result of the first part of this section to our specal case by defing L (r) == r2

so that i (r )=2rdr With ths definition we see that if some p (r) is SWGN then p (r2) wil have a

. . &(ri-r2)vanance proportional to . Ths implies that if I (V;) is SWGN then I (r) has a vari-ri

8(ri-r2)
ance propori.onal to

r1

r J 8(r1-r2)Finally we note that if Ell (ri)! (7'2) = then
r1
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E (~if(ri)~if(ri)) = 8(r1-r2) tnereforif f(V;) is SWGNthenV;f(r) is SWGN, The

converse follows from the same steps in reverse.

iv) Conclusion

In (i) and (ii) we showed that if V;f(r) is SWGN then VPF(p) wil also be SWGN In

(üi) we showed that v; f (r) is SWGN if and only if f (v7 ) is SWGN. The argument of (iü) and

(iv) also showed that vpF (p) is SWGN if and only if F (vp) is SWGN. Thus we have shown

that if 
! (v;) is SWGN then P(VP) must also be SWGN,

II.9) Summary

In ths chapter we have developed the propertes of the Hankel transform in general. By

themselves these properties might be simply interestig but together..with the a.bilty tonumeri-

cally perform the Hankel transform, they become tools for scentic research. In the next chapter

we wil discuss methods for numerically performing the Hanel transform.
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Chapter III:

Computing the Hankel Transform

III.l) Overview

Because of the importance of the Hankel transform there presently exist many algoriths

for its evaluation. As yet, however, there is no generally accepted algorith analogous to the

FFT for the Fourier transform. Ths chapter presents a survey of numerical Hanel transform

techiques. It does not include all the published algorithms but does represent the major classes.

We begin in section 111.2 by discussing perhaps the oldest and best understood algorith, the

Fourier-Bessel series, that we used to derive our aliasing resut of Chapter II. Section II.3

presents the backsmear method and an example of an effcient class of realiations. Secton IlIA

discusses the asyptotic transform method as it has been proposed in the literatue and presents

new results that can be used to improve this method or to asses the error in the standard reali-

tion from the output transform alone. Section III.S discsses a. common combined transform

method and presents a caution about its use. Section IIL.6 presents a convolutional method fre-

quently used for electromagnetic problems \Vhich require the transform of smooth fuctions of

limited extent. Section IIL? discusses the projection-slce method. In that secton We develop a

fast algorithm for generatig the projections (shown to be an. Abel transform), which itself has

wide applications. (1) "\en it is followed by an FFTthe result is an efficient Hankel transform.

Both. the Abel (lnd Hankel transform algoriths are ilustrated \Vith exainPles.

III.2) Tne Fourier-Bessel Series

Probably the fist proposed method for evaluating the Hankel transform is the Fourer-

Bessel series, which was discussed in the aliasing section. The Fourier-Bessel series is sumar-

ized by the identity: (2,3 1

o,p,i F(p) = 2:iÌF(ç)J~(Ànç)çdç JO(ÀnP)
,,=10 J1 (Àn)

(1)
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Where À.n n =1,2,3, are the ordered zeros of J o(x )

This relation can be used to obtain the Hankel transform of a band liited functon, I (r),

defied by

:i

F (p) == Ii (r)J o(pr )rdr

o

whereF(p) = 0 for p::l by noting that when F(p)=O p::h

(2)

:i 1
i (À.n) = IF (p)J o(PÀ.n )pd p = IF (p)J O(PÀ.n )pd po 0

Substtutig into Equation (1) we have:

(3)

:i i (À.n)

F (p) = 2:2 2 J o(À.nP)
n=1J 1 (À.n)

which is in the form of a sum as we desired. If F (p) is bandlited to p-cB, instead of pC:l,

O-cp-cl (4)

Equation (4) can be modiied by a change of variables. The resultig general form states that

when F(p) = 0 for p::B then

À.n

2 :i I(-E) À.nF (p) = B2 n~1J l(À.n) J o( -Ep)

The properties of the Fourier-Bessel series have been extensively studied. (2,3 J As a numerical

O":p":B (5)

algorithm for implementing the Hankel transform it is usually appropriate only when a few

values of F (p) are required or when computation cost is less important than carefu control over

the errors. Ths is because the Fourier-Bessel series requies than a new sum be computed for

every value of p. Further, it requires that the fucton to be transformed be available on the
,
A

nonuniform grid, --.
B

Another algorith that is appropriate when only a few values of F (p) are required, but

which accepts input values on an even grid, is the backsmear method. We present the backsmear

method in the next secton.
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III.3) The Backsmear Method

The backsmear method exploits the efficiency of the FFT to provide an effcient algorith

when only a few output values of the transform are desired. This algorith can be derived by

replacing the Bessel function with its integral representation the Hankel transform can be written

as the two dÍmensional integral:x h i x i
F (p) == f f (r)1 o(pr )rdr = -l f f f (r)e i prcos9rdr d 6o 2'T 0 0 (1)

x

If we defie G (x) == f f (r )re irx dr and note that cos6 is even, the transform becomes:
o

'I

'I
1 r

F (p) = - J G (pcos6)d 6
'T 0

2

; £ rG(PCOS6)+G(-PCOS6) )d6
(2)

G (x) can be evaluated efficiently on an even grid using an FFl, (4 1 The integration ,called

for in Equation (2), however, must be performed for every desired value of p. Furter, sini; the

integration of Equation (2) is in 6, some interpolation scheme must be used to generate

G (pcos6) on the quadrature points requied by the numerical integrator.

The backsmear method is appropriate when the transform is required at only a few values

of p. When this is the case and when G (x) is slowly varying so that the numerical integration

which must be carried out upon it can be done effciently, then the backsmear method is eff-

cient. This is particularly tre if the interpolation scheme used permits a quadratue formula to

be developed for the numerical integration.

One such development is presented below for the case of linear interpolation between the

points of L (x) == G (x) + G ( -x ).

We seek

'I

2

F(p) = .1fL(pCOS6)d6 (3)
'T 0

and have available only L (:T) from the output of the FFT. We approximate L (x) by linearly
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interpolating L ( -l) so that
NT

os.l
2T

N -1

2
i (x) = :¿ L /x )

j=O
(4)

where

tL(-L) + (x--L)(NT) !L(L.)-L(-L)l

NT NT NT NT
L j (x) == 0 otherwise

We can integrate i (pcos6) as follows

-L-lx-lj+lNT NT
(5)

'I :!N N :!2 2i--1 i--12
fi(pCOS6)d6 = f :¿ Lj(pcos6)d6 = :¿ fLj(pcos6)d6o 0 j =1 j =1 0

The Lj terms can be integrated term by term:

(6)

t C' -1* ( L
fLj(PCOSfJ)dfJ = f L(--) - jfL(L:) - L(..)) + PNTfz(L:)-L(--) l~se dfJo _ -1.. NT t NT NT l NT NT rCO iN

(7)

where

~ -1 _ rcos-1x Ix Is1cos x = 10 Ix I ~1

Evaluating this integral and substituting into Equation (6) we have

(8)

. k
F (-) =

NT

= "it rcos-l(L) - cos-1( i +1) J rL (..) - jfL (j +1) - L (..) 1J (9)j=O l k k L NT t NT NT J
. "~1 ('\ ¡: '\ I. " ,., l' " 1 rL ' i + 1 ) L' i J
or ¿, v"--r - v"--v+ rj L t"" - t-C)jj=o NT NT

When k is smal or F ( -l) is desired for only a few values of k , ths is an effcient pro-
NT

cedure. When k is large and F ( -k) is requied for many values ths is a slow method, how-
NT

ever. In the next secton we present a fast algorithm for the evaluation of the Hanel transform

at large values of the transform variable, p.
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ILL.4) The Asymptotic transform

In the seismic community the Hankel transform is commonly evaluated approximately by

replacig the Bessel fucton with its asymptotic form so that the resulting integral looks lie a

Fourer transform. (5,6 I The result wil usually asymptotically approach the Hankel transform,

though pathological functons can be found for which ths is not the case (Md for example).
r

The main disadvantages of ths method are that it is almost never suitable for small values of p

and that the error in.duced by the substtution is determined in part by the functon being

transformed. The main., advantage is that the resulting integral looks very much lie a Fourier

transform and can be evaluated effciently with an FFT.

An expression for the Bessel. functon, suitable for an asymptotic expansion is provided by

Lipschitz:1 (7 I

for x ? 0 Jo(x) = ;t (COS(X-2!) + -lsin(x-2!) - --1.cos(x- 'I) + 36(x) 1 where 161..1 (1)'IX 4 8x 4 128 x 4 64 x3
In the literature descbing ths technque (5 J only the leading term is retained, providig:

v' IX 'i v;
F(p) ~ vp /(r)cos(pr~4) rdr when p? 0

This is written as a Fourier transform by noting that

(2)

cos(pr - ; ) = ~ (cos (pr) + sin (pr)) (3)

hence

F(p) ~ ~ lff(r)v7 cos(pr)dr + ff(r)v7 sin(pr)drl when p:: 0p'i 0 ,. 0
This expression can be evaluated with an FFT.

(4)

We can write the error associated with the transform techique as

Ix r \/2 'i Je(p) == f(r)r Jo(pr) - . r-cos(pr--) dro V'ipr 4
x:

1
= -If (r)H (pr )dr

p 0

(5)

1) A more recent expansion with the same leading behavior can be found in Watson. (2 J
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with H (pr) == pl' riJ o(pr) - ~cos(pr - -4" ) 1. H (x) is plotted in Figure III. 3. 1. It looksV'lpr j
very much Eke a slowly decaying sinusoid. E(p) decays with p both because H (pr) decays

(slowly) with p and ~ecause of the of the lip term. Because of t11e sinusoidal behavior of H (pr)

tle error term of Equation (5) can be large at ûì.ose frequencies where I (1') has a lot of energy.

By using the expression of Lipschtz we can develop an asymptotic Hankel transform with

an error term that decays much faster than the error term for the conventional asymptotic

method. This expression also makes it relatively easy to judge the validity of the conventional

asymptotic transform after it has been performed because it presents the leadig error ters of

that transform as a fucton of the transform itself.

We substitute the expression of (1) for J o(pr) in the Hankel transform to see that:

V? r'" '"
F(p) = .. iII (r)v7cos (pr-1!)ár + i- iI$? sin (pr- 'l4' )dr'lp 0 4 8p 0 l'

9 1 iX iJ 'I 3 IX iJ 1
- 128 -l 0 r3i2 cos (pr - 4" )dr + 64 p3 0 r5i2 a (1' )dr

(6)

If we use

cos (pr - ;) = Ji (cos(pr) + sin(pr) J

sin (pr - ; ) = Ji (Sin(pr) - cos(pr) J
(7)

then Equation (6) becomes

F(p) = k !Ji 
(r)v'cos (pr)dr + fl(r)v'sin(pr)dr'lp 0 0'" x

1 r.f(r) . / 'i , 1 rI(r) . / 'i
- - J ~sin Hir Jar ., - J -:¡)'ln i.fJ Jar8p 0 l' 8p 0 l'

x

- 1;8 :2 I Irt2 cos (pr)dr

3 iX iJ ' 1
+ -- 5/2 O(pr )arj64p 0 l'

'"9 1 Ii. . ( 'd
- 128 -l 0 1'3/2 sin pr j l'

(8)

If we now defie

x

Fe (p) == ii (r)v7 cos(pr )ár

o
x (9)

Fs(p) == Jf(r)v7 sin(pr)dr
o
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Figure IB.3.l Plot of the error kernel for the asymptotic transform methoa
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and note that x x
..I1.cos(pr)dr = -If(r)V;sin(pr)dr = -FAp)r.p 0 r 0x x
.. I 1. sin (pr )dr = If (r ) v; cos (pr )dr = F" (p)r.p 0 r 0

x
r.2 Ff r \
-I~cos(pr)dr = -Fc(p)r.p2 0 r1'2

2 x

..I1J . ( )d - -F ( )2 3" sin pr r - or ,p
r.p 0 r iL"

(10)

then

i ( i P i P 9 P~
F(p) = ~ Fe (p)+F,(p) + -8 IF,(~)d~ + -8 IFc(~)d~ + --IIFc(~i)dçid~v p'l p P i28p9 P~ 3 '"iJ )
+ 128p2 I IF, (b)d~id~ + 64 p3 Ir:l e(pr)dr

We can combine terms above by definig

(11)

Fi(p) = F,,(p) + F.r(p) (12)
so Equation (11) becomes

i ( iP 9 id 3"iJ)
F(p) = vp Fi(p) + 8PIFi(~)d~ + 128 pïI IF1(~i)d~ld~ + 64 p31 rSn. e(pr)dr (13)

The indefite integrals above can be converted to definite integrals by integrating from 0 to

infity and addig on the values necessary to force the resulting equation to match Equation (8)

at p = 0:

JFi(~)d~ = JFi(~)d~ + Ci with Ci == J1.dr (14)o 0 r
JfFi(~i)d~id~ = IrfFi(~)d~ + ci1d~ + Ci with C2 == JLtdr (15)o L 0 J 0 r''2

Performing the integrations over the constants and replacing the iterated integral we are left with

the expression

F (p) = -iIF i(P) + 1: L81 IF i(!;)dl; + 1225 C 1 ¡ + ~8 1: !I(P-I;)F i(l;)d l; + C 21 + -i j f C; 6(pr )drj (16)iip P lop 0 64 P 0 r
The fist term can be recognized as the usual asyptotic expression for the Hankel transform.
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The second and thd terms are corrections to ths expression which can in principle be deter-

mined from it. The fial term is the remainng error term but which is considerably smaller than

the term associated with the usual asymptotic expression.

If it were desired to calculate the second and thrd terms directly as a Fourer transform,

the same procedure could be used as wil be described in Secton (III.7) where it is applied to cal-

cuatigthe Abel transform.

Equation (16) can also be interpreted as providing first and second order error estiates

for the classical asymptotic transform.. These estiates alow the error associated with the ciassi-

cal method to be estimated (to first and second order) from a knowledge of only the resultig

transform. Such estmates permit one to interpret the result of an asyptotic transform with a

questonable appearance.

111.5) A Combined Transform Method

The Fourier-Bessel series and the backsmear methods both permit the calculation of the

Hankel transform on any output grid. The computational cost of each of these methods increases

linearly with the number of points computed. The asymptotic method is fast and usually gen-

erates good estimates of the Hankel transform when p is large. A combined scheme is possible

which uses a slow method such as the Fourer-Bessel series or the backsmear to compute the

Hanel transform point by point for low values of p and which switches to the asyptotic

transform for large values of p. Such a method has been proposed in the literatue. (8)

The main issue with such a scheme is the point at which the algorith should cease comput-

ing the transform point by point with the slow method and begin to accept the output of the

asymptotic transform. At present there is no reliable method for doing ths. It has been sug-

gested in the literature that the transition be made at the first point for which the slow algorith

produces a transform value which matches the value of the asymptotic transform with a speci-

fied tolerance. (8 ) This scheme for switchig to the asymptotic transform would be entiely ade-
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quate if the error made by the asymptotic algorith were monotonically decreasing in the

transform variable, p. This error is not always monotonically decreasing, however, as we will

ilustate by constctig a fuction for which it is not. The existence of such a fucton indicates

that the switching method proposed in the literatue (8 1 wil not always work. In fact, for the

fuction we constct, the error made by the asymptotic method wil be zero at a point we

specify, The switchg scheme proposed would begin to accept the asyptotic transform before

ths point even though the error made by the asymptotic transform beyond ths point might be

greater than the specified tolerance.

As in Secton (IlIA) we write the error associated with the asymptotic transform as:

where H(pr) ~ pr to(pr) -

:i

E(p) = 1. If (r)H (pr )dr
p 0Vi 'T J

\! 'Tpr COS (pr -"4 ) and was plotted

(1)

in Figure 1II.3.1. In

order to constrct a fuction, f (r ), such that e(p) is not monotonically deceasing we fist

choose some small 8 and set

f (r) ==

1 00: rO: 8

õ

_.. IH (por )dr
Po 0

(2)

:i

-l I H (Po' )dr

Po õ

80: r 0: oc

For this f (r) the error made by the asymptotic transform is:

:i

E(p) = 1.fH(pr)f (r )dr
p 0

II

1) .. f H (Po' )dr :i
= .1 IH (pr )dr - Po ~ .1 fH (pr )dr

PO-l fH (Po' )dr p õ
Po 1)

When P = Po the error, e(po), equals zero. In general for p ? Po it wil not. For th con-

(3)

stucted fuction the error is not monotonically decreasing and the switchig procedure described
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in the literature wil not work.

Unti an adequate switchig method has been found or unti the class of functions for which

the proposed switching algorithm wil work has been well defied, there can be no guarantee

that the combined algorith wil work properly and this method should be used with caution.

ßI.6) A Convolutional Method

In this secton we describe a method for computig the Hankel transform that puts the

HankeLtransform in the form of a convolution by transformig to an exponential grid. When

ths grid does not involve an extaordiary number of points to adequately represent the func-

tion, the Hankel transform can be effciently evaluated with an FFl. We wil discuss the presen-

tation of ths method by Siegman (9 1, though other presentations are available in the literatue.

(101

Siegman converts the Hankel transform into a convolution by sampling the fuction on an

exponential grid. He begins with the Hankel transform integral

Xl

F (p) = If (r)J o(pr )rdr

o
(1)

Afer the following defitions:

p == poe II V = in ( .. )
Po

r = roeE;
r

ç = in ( - )
ro

(2)

Equation (1) becomes:

F (poe \I) =
Xl

= I f(roeE;)Jo(poroeli+E;)r6e2E;dç
-Xl

Xl

= rJ J (e2E;f (roeE;) JJo(PoTOe(II+E;))d ç

-Xl

(3) ,

Xl

= rg. I (e -2af (roe -ct) JJ o(poroe(ii-a))d a.

-Xl
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which is the convolution of rJe --2"1 (roe -II) with J o(po"oe I') and can be implemented with an

FFT.

The stengt of ths technque is the effciency with which the Fourier transform can be

implemented. Its weakness stems from the requirement that I (r) be sampled evenly in e -E.... In

order to obtain the samplig density necessary to represent a fucton near the origin it is liely

that such a density of points is necessary to represent the functon at larger ranges that the com-

putational savings are lost. Also, the presence of the gain factor e -2.. might be a severe problem

for the region 0-: r 0: 10 It is unlikely that ths transform technque would work effciently for

fuctions with more than moderate range-bandwidth product.

In the next section we present another Hankel transorm algorith that exploits the compu-

tational effciency of the FFt though a change of coordinate system. It requires only that the

fuction be represented on a square root grid, however.

nl.7) The Projection-Slice Method

a) Overview

In Secton II.2 we related the Hankel transform to the two dimensional Fourier transform

of a cicularly symmetric functon. We showed that the Hankel transform can be obtained by

fist forming the projecton, or Abel transform:"" ')
per) = A '/(r) == 2fl(Vr2+y2)dY = 2f j(ç)E.dço Irl Yi;2-r2

which is then followed bv a Fourier transform:
~

(1)

'X ')
1 f .

= - p(r)e1pr dr
2'T -:i

(2)F (p) == f i (r )J o(pr )rdr
o

Oppenheim, Frisk, and Martiez (11 i suggested that the computational effciency of the FFT be

exploited by implementing the Hankel transform as a numerical projecton followed by an FFl.

Previously, however, the projections were expensive to compute, requiring on the order of n2

operations and functon evaluations or interpolations. As part of ths thesis a computationally
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effcient method for computig the projections (the Abel transform) was developed. (12 ) When

followed by an FFT the result is a computationally efficient Hankel transform requiing on the

order of N"'logN operations.

b) The Abel transform

We consider the Abel transform shown below:

""

p Cr) == A 'f Cr) == 2 f f;)) t d t (1)
Ir I ¡;-r2

As suggested by Bracewell (1,2), we write ths transform as a convolution by definig:

h Cr)==

t-~ r~O

r':Ov:
(2)

and

pCr) == pC"') r~O
jCr) == f C..) r ~O

which leads to the convolution formula:

(3)

(4)

p (r) = j Cr) * h Cr )

The Ahel transform of f (r), p Cr), is determined hy:

(5)

p Cr) = p Cr2) (6)

Bracewell (2) proposed evaluating (6) by shift and sums.

Because the Founer transform of h (r) is the known analytc functon:

l+i 1HCv) = -i -: for all v

p (r) can be determined in pnnciple by means of the Fomer transform:

(7)

:i

f - 1 +i 1 '2pCr) = FCv)- - el iirv dv-:r 2 V;
where F(v) is the FT ofjCr). Unfortunately the singularity at v = 0

(8)

makes ths functon dif-
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ficult to represent in the computer and is responsible for the long tails of p (,) which cause alias-

ing problems when the convolution is implemented with a Fourier transform, We avoid these

diffculties by removing the '* factor from the numerical part of the transform (8) in such a

way that the remainig fuction is as well behaved as F ( v) with the numerical portion of the

transform. The singular part of the transform is performed analytcally and added in afer the

numerical processing.

To ths end the transform (8) is written= 0
-( ) - f F-( ) l+i 1 i2-irv d + fF-( ) l+i 1 i2-rl1 dp' - v - ~ l- e v v - -:e vo 2 v v _01 2 v v

~ 1 +i r I Ji (v) - Ji (~-"(1- Y;) ,i2", dx + Ji (O)I 1- Y; ,-(H2.'). dv +(9b)2 1 0 v 0 ~
+ f F(v) - F(~ebl1(1-~) ei2-il1x dv + F(O) J i¿ e(b+i2-ix)11 dv J-= v _= v

(9a)

Where b is a parameter analogous to the real part of the exponential in a Laplace transform.

Our choice of b is descbed later,

The integrands in the first and third integrals of Equation (9h) do not have singularities at

v= O. Because both the numerator and denominator of these integrands approach 0 as v

approaches 0, they can be evaluated by l Hospital's rule to show that as v approaches 0 they

approach F (0).

Upon defing

r F (0)
L(v) == 1 

(F(v) - F(O) e-bll1l(l-v'~))/~

v=O

otherwise (10)

and performing analytcally the two integrals that do not depend on F (v) we have:

l+i
p(')= -i

t'" (Y; 1 .y l)J
L(v)ei2m dv + F(O) ir _ _ i ir _£ Vb -2irir b -2irir Vb +2irir b +2irir (11)
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L (v) was defined in (10) such that L (0) = F (0) and L (v):: F (v) forlarge v. The parame-

ter, b , was chosen so that L (v) moves smoothy between its limits. If b were set to 0, L (v)

would have a DC term that would transform to an impulse. Theoretically ths would be canceled

by the singularities in the portion of the transform performed analytically (see equation above)

but computational errors would certaiy cause problems. If b were innite, L (v) would suffer

from the 1~ sigularity at the origin. b is chosen to smooth out the singularity somewhat

between these liits. We have been using values of b such that e -b v has decayed to e -1 afer

roughly 6 samples of F (v).

We present thee examples of fuctons processed with the Abel transform algorithm

descrbed above.

Example 1 (a)

The fist example is the transform of the pilbox fuction

f (r) = t~5

r -c i
r = 1
r ? i

(12)

1024 samples of ths fuction were generated on a v; grid with T= 1/32 and

transformed. The result is shown in Figure III.7b.1 as dots superimposed over a solid lie which

is the transform computed analytcally ( 2V i -r2 ). The output matches the analytc solution

well.

Example 2 (a)

For the second example we transformed the fuction

J 1 (r) w (r) (13)
r

where w (r) is a Hannig window. 2048 samples on a v; grid with T= 1/2 were input (Figue

III.7b.2). Figure III.7b.3 shows the output (dots) superimposed over the correct transform (solid

lie). The correct Abel transform was computed by evaluatig the Fourier-Bessel series (l1J to
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Figure llI.7b.l Superposition of the numerically generated AbeÌ transform of a pilbox (dots)

and the correct transform
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Figure III.7b.3 The Abel transform of Figure III.7b.2. The dots are the output of the propose
algorithm. The thi lie is the correct output.
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obtain a slow but accurate Hankel transform of the windowed input. The Hankel transform was

then inverse Fourier transformed to generate the Abel transform. In the ahscnce of the window

the result would have been sin(r)/r.

The output is coincident with the correct solution.

Example 3 (a)

For the thrd example we again transformed 2048 points of

J i(r ) w (r)
r (20)

on the grid v; but now T was chosen to be 4. Ths input is shown in Figure il.7b.4.

Increasing the samplig interval reduced the effect of windowing on the input because a greater

range of the fucton was represented but it also increased the sampling interval on the output.

Figure III.7b.5 shows the output (dots) superimposed over the correct tral1sform. Again, there is

no discernble error,

c) The Hankel Transform

To complete the Hankel transform it is necessary to Fourer transform the projecton

obtained from the Abel transformer. Unfortuately ths is available on a v; grd and not the

even grid requied by the FFT. To generate p (r) on an even grd it is necessary to interpolate.

If a sìple interpolation scheme is used, lie sample and hold or liear interpolation, the result

wil be generated rapidly but may suffer some degradation. If a more sophisticated interpolator

is used, better results can be expected but at the expense of greater computation. time. Becaus

the interpolation is from an uneven grid to an even. grid (and not the reverse) it is diicult to

characterize the error theoretically beyond the fact that the fier the initial grid the better the

results. We complete the Hankel transform of the examples presented above using linear interpo-

lation to generate the uniform grid.
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J 1 v;Figure III.7b.4 The input ý; WenT) with T=4 and n = 0,1, 2, . . . ,2047 where
nT

W (nT) is a Hannig window,
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Figure T:ì.7b.S The Abel transform of Figure III.7b.4. The dots are the output of the proposed
algorithm. The. th lie is the conect output.
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Example 1 (b)

Figure III.7c.1 shows the result of using a FFT on the liearly interpolated projecton generated

in Example 1 (a). The dots are the calculated output and are superimposed over the analytc

solution (solid lie), The agreement is excellent. The tie requied to perform the total Hankel

transform (1024 input points to 1024 output points), including the requied liear interpolation,

was less than 31 seconds on a PDP 11-55 with a floatig point processor.

Example 2 (b)

Figure III.7c.2 shows the result of Fourer transforming the liearly interpolated output of

Example 2 (a). Again the dots represent the output of the Abel-Fourier scheme and the solid

line is the Hankel transform as computed by the Fourier-Bessel series.(l1) The agreement Îs

excellent.

Example 3 (b)

Figure III.7c.3 compares the result of Fourier Transforming the linearly interpolated output

of Example 3 (a) (dots) with the correct transform (solid),.. Signicant distortion is apparent in

ths transform. Since the output of the Abel transform in example 3 (a) essentially equals the

output in example 2 (a) (the correct projection) except for the samplig interval, we can associ-

ate ths distortion with the liear interpolation performed before the FFT.

d) Discussion

We have found, as indicated by the examples above, that the Abel transformer works well.

When its output can be successfully interpolated and is followed by a FFT the result is a fast,

accuate Hankel Transform as ilustrated by examples 1 and 2. As the spacig between output

samples of the Abel transformer is increased, the suitabilty of a siple interpolation sceme

becomes suspect. Example 3 was chosen to ilustrate the effect of inappropriate interolation on

the resultig Hankel transform. At ths point it would be prudent to determine the validity of a
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Figure HI. 7c.l The Hankel transform of a pilbox computed by using an FFT on the liearly
interpolated output of the Abel transformer presented in Figure III.7b.1.
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JivnFigure III.7c.2 The Hankel transform of y; W (nT) computed by using an FF on the
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linearly interpolated output of the Abel transformer presented in Figure IIL7b.3, T= ~ case.
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J 1 v;Figure in.7c.3 The Hankel transform of -v W (nT) computed by using an FF on the
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linearly interpolated output of the Abel transformer presented in Figure III.7b.5, T = 4 case.
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Hankel transform performed with ths algorith by comparing the output for inputs of diferent

grid spacigs.

e) Summary

The procedure for performing the Hankel transform H -I (r) = F H (v) is summarizd

below,.

1) generate ¡ (r) æ 1 (v" )

2) Fourier transform to obtain F (v)

3) generateL(v) æ F(v) - F(O)e-blul(l-\!~)/"\

4) perform the inverse Fourer transorm and add in the analytc terms:

l+i t - t v'
per) = -2 IFT-L(v) + F(O) V .b -i2'Tr

1

b -2'Tir
žv' 1 11

Vb +2'Tir - b +2'Tir J J

5) interpolate to an even grd p (r) = p (r2)

6) Fourier transfori to obtain the Hankel transform

FH(v) = F1"p (r)

Each of steps 2) thru 6) requies no more than the order of N log(N) operations. There-

fore the total transorm can be accomplished on the order of N log(N) operations. Direct compu-

tation of projections from the 2 diensional cicuarly symetrc fuction would have required

at least N fuction evaluations and N sums for each of N points before the fial FF, which

leads to an algorithm requiing on the order of N2 operations. Therefore for sufficiently large N

ths method of calcuatig the projectons can provide a considerable advantage in speed.

Stes 1) and 5) above indicate that in two places interpolations maybe requied. In many

cases, however, the functon to be transformed can be generated initialy on a grid evenly space

in V;. Further, 1 (v;) , as required by ths algorith, has the desirable featue that equal
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areas of the underlying two dimensional function f (r ,e) are represented between samples. If

stationary white gaussian noise (SWGN) corrupts the measurement of f CVnT ) n = 0,1, . . .

then the Hankel transform on a -v grid wil be corrupted by SWGN (corruption of equal areas

of the underlying two dimensional function produces corruption of equal areas of the underlying

2-D FT).. This is not true if f (nT) is corrupted by SWGN

To implement a Hankel transform using this method it is necessary to perform the interpo-

lations of step 5), Because of the speed of the Abel transform portion of ths algorith we have

found it sufficient in many cases to simply generate an Over sampled version of ¡3 (r) and to use

liear interpolation to obtain p (r) .

f) Conclusion

For many applications this method of calculatig the Abel transfcrin appears 
to permit the

effcient calculation of the Hankel transform for large data fies. ThÌs transform method is par-

ticularly appropnate for the evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral, in which the osciations of

the kernel increase with the independent vanable. As a general transform method issues of

representation on a ., gnd must be further explored. Because of the equal area property

descnbedearlier for f (.,) and because the speed of ths algorith permits over samplig in

p (r2) it is not expected that these issues wil pose serious problems. It appears that the vr gnd

is of fudamental importance in the Hankel transform.

TII.8) Summary

In ths chapter we presented a number of numerical technques for evaluating the Hankel

transform. No one technique is ideal for all situatÍons. When the value of the transform is

desired at only a few points, the Founer-Bessel series or the backsmear method is appropnate. If

speed is extremely important, accuracy is not, and the transform is not needed for small argu-

ments, then the asymptotic method is justed. If the input fuIlction and its Abel transform can

be well represented on a square root gnd (which is the case for functions which increase in
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complexity with range) then the Hankel-Abel (or projection-slice) method is a good choice.

Having established the properties of the Hankel transÎorm and examined its numerical -

implementation we are now ready to consider using it to generate synthetic data.
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CHAPTER IV:

SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION

IV.1) Overview

The generation of high quality synthetic pressure fields is an important branch of acoustic

research. Because present methods can only approximately compute the fields associated with a

point source for complex environments, simplified environments are often considered for which

fewer approximations must be made. One important environment which lends itself well to

analysis but which has sufficient complexity to be of interest for practical problems, is the horizon.

tally stratified environment. It is an excellent model for the conditions present in the deep ocean

over an abyssal plain, and consequently of direct interest to us. Currently, techniques for calcu-

lating synthetic fields arising from a CW point source in this environment exist in the literature

(7,11,3 J These techniques are based. upon the numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral (1

J. for which two major computational efforts are required. First, the plane wave reflection

coefficient for the bottom profile must be numerically generated. For this the. propagator matrix

method (12,8 J is used. Second, the pressure field is computed as the Hankel transform of the

depth-dependent Green's function (which is simply derived from the plane wave reflection

coefficient). TypiCally, in these techniques many of the degradations associated with the numeri-

cal evaluation of the Hankel transform are not carefully controlled. In this chapter we exploit the

properties of the Hankel transform derived in Chapter II to carefully control these errors. We

wil show in Section (IV.3a) that a major source of numerical error is aliasing, which becomes

important because asymptotically the fields decay only as 1 ,1 We associate this slow rate of decay
r

with the source singularity, 1 . in the depth-dependent Green's function and show how
y'kd -k,J.

to separate this portion of the computation from the numerically computed Hankel transform.

1) Assuming for the present that there are no trapped modCl associated with low spe layers within the

bottom.
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The remaining numerical calculations are significantly ress degraded by aliasing and are well

behaved in general. They remain in the form of :i ~fankel transform for which we can exploit the

computation effciencies now available (9 ) The result is a new hybrid procedure which is compu-

tationally efficient and significantly more accurate than existing methods. This hybrid scheme is

ilustrated with examples of synthetically generated fields.

In SeCtion (IV 3b) we discuss the diffculties associated with numerically evaluating the

Hankel transform of the depth-dependent Green's function when slow speed layers are present in

the bottom which give rise to. proper modes. .... Proper modes are associated with the 2 i
k -k iT ri

singularities (with kr near the real axis) in the depth-dependent Green's function and contribute
i

terms to the field which decay asymptotically as J;, This very slow decay in the field causes

severe aliasing problems when it is calculated using a numerical Hankel transform algorithm. In

Section (IV.3b) we show how to separate the effects of proper modes from the numerical calcula-

tions by performing part of the Hankel transform analytically. We make this separation in such a

manner that the portion of the field assigned to the analytical calculations is exact and finite for

all ranges. This makes it possible to numerically calculate the residual numerical contribution to

the field accurately and add the result to the analytically determined expression. The result of the

total hybrid algorithm is afield which is accurate for all ranges and which can accurately include

the effects due to proper modes arising in the presence of slow speed layers. We present an exam-

pIe of a field generated synthetically with this total hybrid method and show how the result is

significantly better than what would have been achieved without removing the effect of the poles.

In this chapter we also deve.op a numerical implementation of the propagator matrix method

for generating the plane wave reflection coefficient that is well behaved numerically. We begin

the chapter by describing the computation of the plane wave reflection coefficient by means of the

Thomson-Haskell method (12,8 ).
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IV.l) The Propagator Matrix Approat: to Generating the PlaM Wave Reflection Coefficiem

a) The Method in Prin.iple

1) Overview

To calculate the plane wave reflection coefficient we consider the response of a layered bot-

tom to an incident plane wave as shown in Figure IV.2a.i.1. Within the nth isovelocity layer we

express the field as the vector:

¡~t~LJO(k'T)e-'.' (1)
where P n (z ) is the pressure in the nth layer and Un (z) is the normal component of the velocity,

We have chosen this representation because P (z) and U (z) are continuous in z, even across

layer interfaces. In the discussion which follows we wil suppress the time and radial dependence

of the field because they are the same in all layers.

In the propagator matrix approach, the impedance at the bottom laYer:

P (ZN +1)

'N +1 æi U ( )zN+l

is available from the material parameters. In principle this impedance is used to determine the

(2)

reflection coefficient at the top interface in three steps. First the field at the top interface is

related to the field at the bottom interface by the propagator matrix:

¡P(zo)J _ rp(ZN)j

U (z 0) - $ L U (zN ) (3)

Next the incident and reflected pressure waves at the surface are related to the field at the top

interface and then to those at the bottom through:

¡;:;j =A¡~%:iJ =A~I~%:~l a ¡::: ::J ¡~~::~j

Finally, the reflection coefficient is calculated in terms of the impedance, 'N +1' using

(4)

rp +.oj ¡ell! el21j r i 1

lp-.o = el21 el22 l'N+l U(ZN+1)
(5)
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Po (0), UO(O) P+,o +Jp-,O

Z=Z1

Z=ZN-l

Z=Z
N

Pi(zI),U(Z,)

PN~l (ZN-l), UN-1 (ZN-'¡)

PN (ZN), UN (ZN)

P+ , 1 + t P - ,1

P+. N-,t t p-.N-,

P+'N lh

t
P +, N+l

Figure IV.2a.:.l The waves generated in a layered bottom in responses to an incident plane
wave
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so that

P - 0 Ctu +tN +lCt12r = -- =
P +,0 Ct21 + 'N+1Cti:

(6)

U) The Propagalor Matrix

The essential element of this approach is the propagator matrix, ~, of Equation IV.2a.1.3. In

this section we review its derivation.

Within any isovelocity layer, the field can be considered as the superposition of a positive

and a negative traveling wave. The pressure field is given by

P (z) = P +e ik.: + P _e -ik.: (1)
The normal component of velocity, U (z), is related to P (z) through the telegraph equations (2 J

For the non-normal case we use - ap = P au = -i oopU which implies that:az at
ik: it : ik: -ik :U(z) =-;P +e · - -P _e ·ioop ioop (2)

k:
or defining Yo a¡ -:

oop

U() Y P ik.: _ Y_D_e-ik.:z = 0 +e' U'
In matrix form Equations (1) and (3) become:

(3)

rP(Z)j leik.:
l U (z) = Yoe ik.:¡P(Zl)J rP(Z2)j

If U (z 1) is known at some point in the layer then L U (z i) can be computed in principle by

¡P+j !P(Zl)j rp(Z2)1 ¡P+J
in verting Equation (4) to find P _ in terms of U (z 2) and then calculatin g L U (z 2) from p_

e -ik.~ 1!p +j

Y -ik.: P- oe - (4)

Combining these operations into one step gives:

¡P(zi)l !eik.:'1 e -ik.:i i leik.:i e -ik.:i 1-1 ¡P(Zl)j

U(zi) = Yoeik.:i -Yoe-ik.:i Yoeik.:i _Yoe-ik.:i U(Zl) (5)

which gives us:
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iY osink¡ (z 2 -Z i)

..sink¡ (Z 2-: i)
YO

cosk¡ (Z2-Zi)

fp (z 1)1

l U (Z 1)
(6)

rp (Z2)j =
L U (z i)

cask¡ (Z 2 -z 1)

The values of ki and Yo are functions of the material parameters of the layer under considera-

tion. In particular if cii is the sound speed in layer n, Pii its density, kr the horizontal wave

number of the incident plane wave (by Snell's law common to all layers), and w the temporal fre-

quency of the CW source, then kii 9 ~,k¡ = Vkii2-k/" and Yo = .!.~ wp
To indicate explicitly the dependence on the material properties of the n i1& layer we write:

¡P(Zi)j ¡P(zi)l
U(Z2) = eIii(Z2-Zi) U(Z1)J

when Z 2 and Z 1 are both within layer n.

(7)

To calculate the field at the top interface in terms of the field at the bottom interface, as

shown in Figure IV.2a.i., we can use the previous discussion which was applicable only to a single

layer, to relate the field at zii to the field at Zii -10

rp(Zii-i)j ¡P(Zii)j
lU(Zii-i) = eIii(Zii-1-Zii) U(Zii) a

We then iterate the procedure through all the layers to find

rp (Zii)j
eIii L U (Zii) (8)

I~i::ij =li~i'" ~.¡~i::~l- ~¡~i::~l (9)

b) Numrical Implementation

l) The modified propagation marix

The bulk of computation associated with the propagator matrix approach is the accumulation

of the matrices eIi el 2 . el ii' When these are accumulated on the computer, the actual opera-

tion is ~i(~2( . . . ~N ))). It is possible for the scale of the accumulated product to differ

dramatically from any particular ~í' Because of the limited dynamic range in the computer it is

advisable to scale terms to make them comparable before accumulation. Fortunately the final cal-
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culation for the reflection coefficient depends only on ratios of elements in $. For this reason we

normalize each of the $¡ so that its largest value equals 1. This procedure alone could cause

another problem stemming from the different scnles in general for P and U , which is due to their

different units. To bring P and U into the same units we do not actually relate

rp (z" -1) J

l U (ZIi-1)
to rp (Z")J

l U (z,,)
(1)

but rather consolidate units by multiplying the normal component of velocity by the characteristic

impedance of that layer. Therefore we actually calculate:

¡:o~%oi =f;bi ~:~J . . ¡;:bN ~::J ¡:N(~~ZJ (2)

where

k:,1 a V(w/ciyi.-k,2
wPI

ti 31
k: ,I

t¡-1

ti
ai == cos k: ,i (ZI -Zi -1)

b¡ :! -i sin k:,i (Zi -Zi -1)

Ei a

U) Relation of the m.odified propagation marix to the inddenl and reflected waves

We npw relate the field variables to the incident plane wave and the resulting reflected plane

wave by slightly modifying Equation (iV .2a.ii.4). We assume that the top interface is at Z = 0 so

that:

¡:o~~O)l- ¡~ ~oJ ¡~ 0 -~ oj ¡: :::J (1)

and

1
1

¡P+,oJ
1

Yo

P -,0
=- -12 1

Yo

r1 0 J rp (0) J
lO Yo ltou (0)

(2)
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By defining:

¡::: ::1 ~ DJ;:b¡ .~~¡J

and using Equation (IV.2b.i2) we have:

(3)

l: :::J = ; L ~ ~ 11 ¡::: ::ll:N(~ i,J
(4)

We now need to use the fact that the pressure and velocity fields in the last layer are made up of

only positive traveling waves so that (referring to Equation IV.2a.ii.4) PN+1 = P (ZN) and

1UN+1 = -P (ZN) we have
'N+l

r P +,oJ - 1 ¡a,11 +a,21q,12 +a,2iJ

L P -.0 - i a,11-a,21 a,12-a,22

1

'N

'N+l

PN+1 (5)

If we now use

'N
~N+l ==

'N+l
(6)

we have the reflection coefficient

r = P_,o = a,1i-a,21 + EN+1(a,12-a,2V
P +,0 a,a ;-a,21 + ~N +1( a,12 +a,2V

(7)

Equations (IV.2b.ii2) and (7) show that this approach uses only the ratios of the impedances

in adjacent layers and never the impedances themselves. These ratios are much better behaved in

general than the individual iinpedances. For this reason, because the use of P and YoU instead of

P and U , and because of the scaling of the layer propagation matrices this implementation of the

propagator matrix approach has good numerical properties.

c) Selected Properties of the Reflection Coefficient

In Figure IV.2c2 we present a perspective plot of the log magnitude of the reflection

coefficient as a function of kr for the bottom of Figure iv 2c.l calculated using the numerical
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f = 220 Hz

Iz+zol=2m
ko= .8975979 m-1

Co= 1540 m/s

po= 19 Icm3

e,l ':'14:9 ~.å ~ í~ i l

PI = 1.5 g/cm3 l 10 m

C2 = 1700 m/s

P2 = 2.0 g/cm3

Figure IV .2c.l The bottom parameters used to generate the reflecton coeffcient shown in Fig-
ure IV.2c.2
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__kr=i,/

kr = ko

WATER WAVENUMBER

Figu re IV.2c.2 Perspective plot of. the log magnitude of the plane. W'ave reflection coeffcient for

the bottom of Figure IV.2c.l
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algorithm just described. The reflection coefficient is displayed both for those horizontal wave

numbers corresponding to real angles of incidence (0 ~ Re(k,) ~ ko where ko is the water wave

number) and for horizontal wave numbers corresponding to complex angles of incidence

(ko ~ Re(k, )). The complex angles correspond to evanescent waves. Single evanescent waves do

not carry any time average power flow (their Poynting vector is imaginary) and consequently the

magnitude of the reflection coefficient is not limited to be less than one in the evanescent region,

ko~ k, (6 J

In Figure IV.2c.2 a pole is apparent in the reflection coefficient on the real k, axis in the

evanescent region. This on axis pole corresponds to a proper mode propagating in the low speed

layer within the bottom.. Other off a~s poles corresponding to leaky modes are also apparent in

the reflection coefficient. Adiscontin\lity, or cut, can be seen extending from k2 along the real k,

axis to infinity. This i&the branch cut extending -from the branch 'point at k 2' Another cut extend-

ing from ko to infinity faUsonthissameliiieand is therefore not apparent. The origin of these

branch points and cuts can be found in our derivation of the reflection coefficient where we asso-

ciated

i Vkl -k.z i with p+ (1)e

and

-iVkl-k.z i with p- (2)e

Clearly the roles of P + and P _ would be reversed by changing the choice of sign for the square

root. For incident and reflected wave this would correspond to inverting the reflection codficient

(if no other waves were affected). The two sheets corresponding the the branch point at ko

reflect the two choices of sign for the incident wave. We have displayed the choice associated with

positive real power flow for the incident wave.

In the intermediate layers such as layer 1 of this example, changing the role of P + and P _

would not affect the reflection coefficient. For the intermediate layers, the physical problem does

not name (or distinguish between) forward and backward traveling waves. Consequently there are
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no branch points associated with intermediate layers.

If the opposite sign were chosen for the square root, Ykj¡ +1 -kr2, associated with the

emerging wave, P +,N+1 from the bottom of the stack of layers (into the isovelocity half space) the

direction of energy flow' associated with that wave would change. Unlike the intermediate layer,

there is no returning wave in the isovelocity half space. Consequently, the physical problem would

change. For this reason we see a branch point at kN +1 reflecting the two different "physical" prob-

lems.

In Figure IV.2c.2 we have chosen to display the Riemann sheet for which both

Re(Yk6 -kr2) :: 0 and Re(YkJ+1 -kri) :: O. On this sheet only waves with real power flow in

the positive direction are associated with P +. This constrains our incident waves to be those,with

power flow from the source to the layered bottom and specifies that there is no power flow return-

ing from infinity.

When we perform the integrations discussed later we must choose which side of the cuts to

integrate upon. For reasons of convergence we choose the side for which Im(Yk/,-kri) :: 0

when j = 0 and N +1, is satisfied. Consequently, whenever we integrate the reflection

coefficient . in the complex kr plane, we always satisfy both Re(Yk /,-k/):: 0 and

Im(Yk/,-kri) :: 0 for j = 0 and N +1.

IV.3) Evaluating the S ommerf eld Integral

Once the plane wave reflection coefficient, r(kr), has been computed it is necessary to

evaluate the Sommerfeld integral:

co

PR(r) = f i r(k )e,y'kJ-krZI%+%O'Jo(rk )k dko Yk¡f-k/ r r r r
in order to compute the reflected pressure field. The Sommerfeld integral is in the form of a

(1)

Hankel transform of the depth dependent Green's function,

. . ,\lr2 k21
G(k) i r(kr)el v 0- r %+%01r ,Z ,Z 0 ==

Yk 6 -kri
The properties of the Hankel transform were
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developed in Chapter II. In Sections (6) and (7) of that chapter we discussed the effect of trun-

eating the integration at some finite value, and the effect of sampling. The truncation was accom-

plished by multiplying the function to be transformed by some finite length window. For the gen-

eration of synthetic data we find that windowing of the Green's function is not an important con-

sideration ingenetäl because when Z +z 0 ;: 0, G (kr ,Z ,Z 0) decays exponentially in kr for kr;: ko.

Except when Z +Z 0 is very small we can integrate Equation (1) until the Greens function is negli-

gible and truncate at that point. It is not necessary to multiply by a windowing function.

The issue of sampling and the associated degradation introduced into the transform, aliasing,

can be very much a problem however"

a) The Source Singularity

i
In order to highlight the issues associated with the source singularity, , and the

Yk 6' -k/'

propagation terms in the Sommerfeld integral, we first consider the evaluation of Equation

(IV.3.1) for a hard bottom case where l(kr) = 1.

For the hard bottom case the pressure field is given by the known integral:

co 4 ¡; iko Vr2+(z +zo)2
P R (r) = f i e i v k J -ç i I z +z 0 i J o( t, )t d t = eo Yk6' -e y,2+(z +ZO)2

We evaluated this integral numerically with the Fourier-Bessel series to obtain an estimate for the

(2)

field:

À" À"
. 2 iN G(T'z ,zo)Jo('T)p (,) - -R - A 2 1 J l (À,,)

where for this example., A. was chosen to be 2000 and I z +z 0 I = 2. In Figure (IV .3a.1) we com-

0.: r .: A (3)

pare the log magnitude of the result (dots) with the known transform (solid curve).l We see that

the magnitude of the numerically generated field, fiR (,),oscilates rapidly in contrast with the

l)The output of the Fourier-Beisel series hu been displayed to twice its region of validity to better ilus.
trate the source of degradation.
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Figuïe IV .3a.1 A comparson of the log magnitude of the re.fleeted field generated by a point
souice over a hard bottom (solid lie) to the field numencally computed using the Founer-Bessel
series (scatter) which 

is shown to twiee its presumed region of validity
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true Hankel transform. As we wil now show these oscilations are due to aliasing in the numeri-

cally computed Hankel transform.

In Section (Il.7) we showed that the effect of sampling on the Hankel transform is to

approximately produce an aliased estimate of the true transform, V; PR (r ).. Since for this exam-

pIe, PR (r) decays asymptotically as 1/r, V;PR (r) decays asymptotically only as 1M What we

see in Figure (IV.3a.l) is given approximately by:

. 1 i e lie 
0 y,2+(, +'0)1

Oc: r c: 2A ¡PR(r)1 ~ - \I
Vi Vr¡+(z +zo?

When r is much greater than z +z 0, fiR (r ) is approximately:

lio Y(2..-, )1+(, +'0)1 J
_ '\ e

V(2A -r ?+(z +z o?
(4)

Oc: rC: 2A
I 1 ¡ ikr: ikOIU-rljJ

IPR(r)1 ~ _!. _ eV;V; ~ (5)

Since we are in the region r c: 2A this can be rewritten:

OC:rC:2A I 1 ¡ ikr: iko2 J IIPR (r) I ~ - !. - e e -ikr:V; V; \t (6)

We can write Equation (6) in terms of the desired transform and a modulation term as:

I.PR (r) I ~ I-i r¡-iV; l V;
ik 2A

e 0Which upon defining E(r) 5i
V2A -r

iko2 ) . iko2 J I
~ eikr: +2i~sinkor2A -r 2A -r (7)

IPR(P)I '" ij;-~ Je"o' + U'tSin korl (8)

When r c:c: 2A E(r) is small, so that the magnitude of fiR (r) appears as roughly the correct

transform with a modulation term.

We note at this point that if we had sampled the output of our transform at an integral mul-

tiple of 2'l Ik 0 we would not have seen these oscilations. At this sampling rate the cosine would

have appeared as a DC offset in the magnitude of the pressure field. If the output sampling rate

were near but not exactly an integral multiple of 2'llk 0 the cas (k or) would have appeared as a

low frequency modulation because the sampling is in effect demodulating the cosine down to a
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low (but not now zero) frequency. This result is an important one because frequently pressure

fields are generated by using anFFT based approximation to the Hankel transform (IV.3.1) and

the water wave number is the maximum wave number used (5,4 ) The grid resulting from such

processing is exactly an integral multiple of 21t /k o. Carrying the integration to higher wave

number would make evident the modulation in the answer by automatically providing the output

on a finer grid.

The problem of aliasing arose because the field being computed decayed only as 1. which
r

forces us to use a very high sampling rate to properly sample the Hankel transform. We now note

that this . ~r decay is due to the 1 singularity in the Green's function. It is well knownvr y'kd-k/'
that the asymptotic, or far field, character of such a transform is determined by thesingularities

of the kernel over the path of integration (10). The Green's function which is transformed in

Equation (iV 3.1) was

i y'k tr -k.2 I i IG (kr ,Z ,Z 0) = e
y'k6 -k/'

The asymptotic character of the transform, P (r ), is dominated by the singularity

(9)

1

y'kd -kr'2
(10)

The integral

ik Vr2+i2 QD
e 0 = f v:; '2 eiy'k¡f-k.2Ii IJO(krr )krdkr

\/,2+z2 0 ko -kr

shows us that this singularity is in fact associated with the l/r decay rate. Physically this singular-

(11)

ity was due to the angular spectrum of the point source. The l/r decay associated with this singu-

larity is often associated with the point source by noting that the field around a point source must

decay at that rate in a manner such that the intensity, which decays as the field squared,

integrated over any three dimensional shell enclosing the point source, would not be a function of

r.
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The source of slow asymptotic decay we have isolated suggests a procedure for reducing the

problem of aliasing. We remove the source singularity from the kernel, numerically transform

what is left, and add the result to the analytically determined transform of the source singularity.

When we remove the singularity we must do so in a manner such that the numerical transform we

must p.erform is well behaved. We allow for a general r(k1') but at this time assume that r(k1')

has no singularities along the real k1' axis with asymptotic contributions to the field capable of

dominating those of the i singularity,

Ykd -k/'

To this end we rewrite integral (IV.3.1) as:

IX

PR(r) = f r(k1') i eïVki-k,iIZ+ZoIJo(k,.r)k,.dk1' =
o Ykd -:k1'i

'f- r 1 i ivr'...o' f- i ivr1...o1o ir(k,)-r(k)J~..e ' Jo(k,r)k,dk, + r(k) 0 ~e ' Jo(k,r)k,dk,

If we define:

(12)

(13)

L(k1') æi (r(k1') - r(k)) \I; . ieiYkd-k,iIZ+Zol (14)
ko -k,.

so that L (k1') does not have the i/Yk d -k/ singularity at k1' = k 0.1 then we can write Equation

(13) as:

IX üc Y1'i+(z +%o)i
PR(r) = f L(k1')Jo(k1'r)k1'dk,. + r(k) eo Yri+(z +zoy'

Because L (k1') does not have this singularity along the path of integration the output of the

(15)

numerical transform wil decay at a rate faster than 11r, The asymptotic lIr decay is provided by

We show in the appendix that if the impedance and its first derivative at the interface is finite for
k,. = ko then the

. Zi
lim L(k,)..-1,-10 wpo

where Z 1 is the impedance of the bottom at k, ". A:o, w is 211 source frequency, and Po is the density of
the water . For an isovelocity half space this expression reduces to

L(ko) = PiPo~
Which is finite.
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the analytic term which can be recognized as the specular reflection when r is very large (glancing

inci~ence). These observations are confirmed in the examples which follow.

In the following examples we ilustrate the generation of synthetic pressure fields through

the hybrid algorithm implied by Equation (15) where the integral is performed with a numerical

Hankel transform algorithm and the analytical expression is the result of integrating the singular-

ity.

I) Hard Bottom

This is the degenerate example because for r(kr) constant, the entire transform is per-

formed analytically. The result of the analytic transform was compared to the direct numerical

transform Figure (IV.3a.1).

U) Slow bottom

Figure (IV.3a.ii.) shows the bottom parameters for this example. Figure (IV.3aii.2) shows

the result of the hybrid calculation (solid line) versus a direct numerical calculation. The improve-

ment is dramatic. Figure (IV.3a.ii.3) compares the hybrid field of Figure (IV.3a.ii.2), with its

numerically generated component. As can be seen, the near field is dominated by the numerically

generated component. As range increases this numeric term begins to suffer from aliasing prob-

lems but the analytic term begins to dominate, minimizing the effect of aliasing on the computed

field at large ranges.

Ui) Fast Bottom

Figure (IV.3a.iii.) shows the parameters of the fast bottom for this example. Figure

(IV.3aiii.2) shows the hybrid calculation versus the direct numerical calculation. Figure

(IV.3a.iii.3) presents the hybrid field and its numeric component. The improvements are similar to

the fast bottom case.

b) Poles Due to Slow Speed Layers
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f :: 220 Hz

I z + zol :: 2 m

ko:: .8975979 m-1

Co:: 1540 m Is

po::1 9 lem:3

/ /1//// / 1/11//11/1/
C1 :: 1493.8 m/s

P1 :: 1.5 9 Icm:3

Figure IV .3a.ii.l Parameters of bottom used for slow bottom example
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Figure (IV.3b.1) shows the parameters of a slow speed layer between two isovelocity half

spaces. These are the same parameters used to generate the perspective plot of the reflection

coefficiertt presented in Figure (IV.2c.2). Figures (IV.3b.2a) and (IV .3b.2b) show the magnitude

and phase of the reflection coefficient for this bottom as a function of horizontal wave number.

We see that for this example the reflection coefficient has a singular point beyond the water wave

number, k o. That singularity is a simple pole associated with a proper mode excited in the low

speed layer. Such a proper mode can appear only for k 0 c: k,. c: kN +1' In this region conserva-

tion of energy is n.ot violated because the waves are evanescent. Proper modes are generated

when the low speed layer acts like a dielectric waveguide. When this happens energy diffuses (tun-

neIs) from the point source to the low speed layer but does not otherwise propagate vertically.

Energy from the field is now constrained to decay in. only two dimensions instead of three and we

expect that the field associated with the pole wil decay asymptotically as J;.. so thatthe integral

of the flux over any two-dimensional ring surrounding the source remains constartt.

Poles such as this disrupt the asymptotic charact~r of the field derived in the previous sec-

tion. As before we would like to analytically determine the contribution of these poles and

remove them as we removed the i singularity. To do so it is necessary to evaluate the
Yk it -k/'

integral:

co

f ¡ 1 J i i VI. 2_1.,21 i +J 0 iI(r,z+zojk,.)51 2 2 e Jo(k,.r)k,.dk,.· 0 k -k yJk i-k i,. ~ ,. (1)

In Appendix (I) we show that for Im(k,.) 2: 0 (associated with no return from r = co )
i

I (r ,z +z ojk,.) is given by;
i

co ik V,.2+e

I( +'k) = -1 f e -ßIJ+Jo-Eldi: - i1TH(1)(k ) -ßli+io' (2)r ,z Zo,,.. 2 ~ r- e ., 2ß 0 ,./ ei ß -c Vr2+~2

where

ß!! +" /k i-k iY',.i 0 (3)
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The first integral is easily evaluated on the computer. In addition as r becomes large the first

term rapidly approaches:

1 ikoYrz+(I+lo?- e
2ß2 V,2.+(z +zo)2.

The second term decays as 1/Vr when kr is real.
i

(4)

Equation (2) is also correct for Im(kr) ~O, but when Im(kr) ~~ 0 the poles no longer

contribute asymptotically as 1;V because the Hankel function decays exponentially. Under these

conditions

i(k, r-or/4) C (kr) í(k,+ik"..jrH £1) (kr/) :: y'l(kr/Je ¡ = Vr e i I (5)

C(kr,) -k..r ik 'r= i e '¡ e '¡ (6)
Vr

As Im(kr) becomes large the exponential decay dominates the 1/Vr decay even over the finite
i

range that concerns us. It is for this reason that we consider only those poles near the real axis

(close to the path of integration) and leave the others to the numerical part of the transform.

With I (, ,z +z o;kr) so defined, the reflected pressure field can be written:
i

PRe,) =j i ¡r(kr)-I ./1 iJeIYkZ-k,211+IOIJO(krr)krdkr + Iai/(r,z+zo;kr) (7)o YkJ -kr'J 1 kr -kr¡ 1 i
Where the expression in brackets no longer has any poles near the line of integration and so can

be evaluated as before.

In order to remove the poles as required in Equation (7) it is necessary to determine with

precision the pole locations, kr, and their scales, (a -1)¡' The pole locations can be found using
i

standard complex root finding techniques, though care must be taken to provide the root finding

algorithm with values of the reflection coefficient on the Riemman surface so that it appears ana-

lytic except at isolated singularities. This means that the branches chosen for the square roots

must be taken in such a manner that a branch cut is never placed between points simultaneously

considered by the root finder. Once the root locations are known, the scale factors can be found
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for those singularities far from any others by determining a least squares fit to:

(a-Üir(le,.) = j = 1,2, . ., N (8)J k 2-k 2Tj T,'
provided that the k,. are taken sufficiently close to k,. that r(k,.) is well approximated by just oneJ .
pole in that region.

If many poles are clustered together, they can be determined simultaneously by solving:

for N sufficiently large.

I (a -1)¡r(k,.) =J . k 2-k 2il:t ,.¡ ,.¡

If a pole is near a branch cut then the poles on the other side of the cut,

j = 1,2, ,N (9)

on the opposite sheet, and near the cut must also be considered to be near that pole.

Figures (IV.3b3a) and (iV 3b3b) show the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient

of Figure (iV 3b.2a) minus the pole contribution:

For this example

r(k,.) _ a-i
(k,.2--k,.¡ 2)

a-i = 1.689712*10-2 5.027826* 10-4

(10)

and

k,. = 9.069830* 10-1 + i 2.488749* 10-5.
i

Note the difference in scale between Figures (iV 3b.2a) and (iV 3b3a). The smaUnotch visi-

ble at k,. ~ k,. is due to a small amount of error in the estimate of k,..i .... i
A notable feature of Figure (IV.3b.3a) is the unmasking of the off axis zeros in the region

kN +1 -: k,. -: ko where previously I r(k,.) I = 1. These zeros can be clearly seen in the perspec-

tive plot of the total reflection coefficient in the complex plane that was presented in Figure

(IV.2.2).

Figure (iV 3b.4) presents the hybrid field (solid line) versus the field calculated without

removing the pole from the reflection coefficient (but otherwise removing the l/Vkd -k/' singu-

larity as in the previous hybrid examples). The spread in the directly computed field due to alias-

ing is severe because aliasing in the Hankel transform severely affects a function that decays as
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1/\1"; The hybrid field does not exactly follow the contour of the top of the spread just as the

hybrid computations in the previous examples did not exactly follow those contours when the

aliasing became severe. Figure (IV.3b5) presents the log-magnitude of the analytically generated

pole contribution (solid line) and the remainder of the field exclusive of the pole contribution.

The non-pole contribution is most significant for short ranges, while for this near bottom

geometry the pole contribution dominates farther out.

The expression for I (r,z +zo;kr) in Equation (2) shows that the contribution of the pole to
,

the. field decreases exponentially with I z +z 0 I. In this example I z +z 0 I = 2 to emphasize the

near field behavior associated with the pole. For larger values of I z +z 0 I the pole contribution

would be considerable less. Equation (2) can be used to estimate the magnitude of the pole can-

tribution if the pole location, kr and I z +z 0 I are known.
.
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CHAPTER V:

THE INYERSIONJlROCEDURE

V.1) Overview

In Chapter II we developed the propertes of the Hankel transform. These propertes pro-

vided our foundation for the development of an accurate procedure to numerically generate syn-

thetic presure fields, presented in Chapter IV, In this chapter we will use the resuts of Chapter

II to explore the problem of detennngthe plan~ wave. reflection coefficient froID measure-

ments of the presse field arising in a horintaly statified . envionment in response. to a CW

point source. The estiation of the plane wave reflecton coeffcient from measurements of the

field is an extemely important problem. Determinig the plane wave reflection coefcient is an

essntial step in the inversion of presse field data to obtain the parameters of the bottom. In

ths context it is of interest to geophysicists and others who wish to determine the composition of

the ocean bottom. The plae wave reflection coeffcient is also used as a geometry independent

charactriation of the bottom. As such, if it is estiated in a region from Qne set of. acoiistic

measurements, then the fields associated with an arbitrary' source-receiver geometry in that

region ca be determined. Ths is of great value in problems of acoustc imaging.

The inversion procedure that we consider in this chapter was proposed by Frisk,

Oppenheim, and Marnez (1). It requies as input, coherent measurements of the pressue field

as a functon of range resulting from a CW point source over a horizontally stratied ocean bot-

tom. From ths the (complex) reflected pressue field, PR (r), is extracted. The Hankel

transfol".of this field is computed to provide the depth-dependent Green's function asiafunc-

tion of horintal wave . number: 
!

:x

G (k, ,z ,zo) = f PR (r)J o(k,r)rdr (1)
o

Finally, the plane wave reflecton coeffcient is obtained by multiplying the Green's fuction by

We wi sometes shorte "depth-depdent Gree's .fiincton" to "Green's fiincton'~.
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terms which compensate for the source spectrum and for the source-receiver distance:

r(k) = -'Vk2-k2 -iYk6-k/IZ+zo!G(k )r lOr e r ,Z ,Z 0
This entie procedure is summanzed in Figure (V .1.1).

(2)

In ths chapter we will concentrate on the estimation of the depth-dependent Green's func-

tion. We divide the issues addressed directly into the categones of source-field subtraction, sam-

pIig, windowing, and source-height variation. The issue of source-field subtracton anses

because the plane wave reflecton coeffcient is directly related to the reflected pressure field and

not the total pressure field, which is measured. The issue of sampling covers the effect caused by

having the pressure field available for computation only on a discete set of points. We discuss

both the effect that sampling rate has on the estiate of the depth-dependent Green's fuction

and the practical problem of interpolation, which is required to move the field from one gnd to

another (often to compensate for missing data points). We develop a phase unwrapping pro-

cedure that allows us to interpolate the magnitude and unwrapped phase, which vary slowly

compared to the quadrature components.

In the section on windowing we discuss the effect that having the pressure field available

only to a finite range has on the estimate of the depth dependent Green's functon. We deter-

minc thc rangc ovcr which the data must bc known in ordcr to accurately dctermine thc dcpth-

dependent Green's function. We do this by using the propertes of the Hankel transform

developed in Section (II. 6).

In the section on source-height variation we exploit the results of Section (11.6) once again,

but ths time we use them to åetermine the effect that variations in the source-height has on the

estate for the depth-dependent GTeen'sfuction. Such variations are inevitable during the

acquisition of real data. We ilustrate these effects by considenng the effect of three speciic van-

ations.
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Figure Y.1.1 The inversion procedure to estimate the plane wave reflecton coeffcient from the
total field generated bya CW. point source over a horiontaly stratied bottom
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V .2) Source-field subtraction

In ths section we consider the removal of the source field when the source-receiver

geometr is known. In Figure (V,..1.1) we showed the source field removed before the Hankel

transform. We did ths because conceptually we wish to deal wÎth the reflected field alone. In tls

secton we show that numencally it is better to remove the sourceJield in the transform domain,

after the Hankeltraiisform of the total field has been computed.

Because the Hanel transform is a liear operator ,mprincipaltheestate for the Green's

fuctoncan be maeie by subtractig the soiuce fielei either before transforming:

G (~';Z;Zoy~trT(")

or by subtractig in the transform domam:

ikoVr2+. (z-zø) 2..J..

V .... J a(krr )rdrr2+(z -za)2
(1)

~ oc ikoVr2+(z --zo)'
G(kr,z ,zo) = !Pr(r)Ja(krr )rdr -!Vr2+(z--:io)2 Jo(krr)rdr

which becomes upon performing the second mtegral analytcally:

(2)

( ) f~ ( () ŽiVtd-.t?lz-zolG k"z ,Zo = ... Pr r)J 0 krr rdr eo Vk6 -kr2
If Pr (r) is available only over the finite range O.:r ':rmax then the field integrals can only be

(3)

caWed out to r max.Substitutigr max foroc in Equations (1) and (3) wil make these two formu-

lations no longer equivalent becausethe analyticallyperformed integration is not windowed.

The fucton transformed in Equation (1) is the reflected 
pressure field, PR (r).In Secton

(IV.3) we argued that the reflected field decayed asymptoticaly as 1..1 If the total field, Pr (r ),
r

decays asymptoticanyfaster than 1., we can expect that the formulation of Equation (3) to
r

sufer less from windowing effects than the formulation of Equation (1). We wi now show tht

the total field does in fact decay faster than the reflected field alone. In fact, bytransforng the

1) lnthe absence of trapped modes.
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total pressure fîeld and then subtracting the source contrbution in the Hankel domain, we have

performed the dual to the removal of the V i singularity discussed in Section (IV. 3a),
kJ -k/

Before we begin, an analogy to a simiar procedure for determinng the Fourier transform

of a function known only over a fiite range but with a large, known çonstant offset might pro-

vide some insight. If such a fuction is 
(Fourier) transformed diecty, the offset wil transform

to an impulse at the origin which is smeared into th~ rest of thetransfo!T, The smearing wil

occur because the transform is taken over only a fiite apertue (windowing). Thealtern.atiye is

to subtract the offset from the fuction, transform the result, and add an impulse (with a

strength which is determined analytcally from the known offset) to the origin. This second pro-

cedure will give superior results because the transform of the offset is not degraded.

Transforming the reflected :feld alone is analogous to generatig the 
Fourier transform

directly from the the field with the. known offset. In the case of the reflected field, however,

instead of a simple constant offset, the function has a known asymptotic behavior. It decays as

l-. We are about to show that adding the source field to the reflected 

pressure field is analogousr

to subtracting the offset in the Fourier transform example. In the Hankel transform case we are

actually considering it corresponds to subtractng a tenn \Vith the. same asymptotic l- behavior.
r

1The diference wil decay faster than
r

We begin by considering the Green's function associated with the total field for z O?Z

,,¡hIch is given by:

GT(kr,z ,zo) = i (r(kr)e iV kd -k,2(zO+z) +e IVkd -k,2(zO-z) J

YkO -k/ (4)

The
. iVkd -k;(zo-z)
Ie

YkO -k/
term is the source term. If we rewrite Equation (4) in terms of the reflec-

tion coeffcient at k 0, it wil be more clear why adding ths term in the transform domain

corresponds to subtracting the asymptotic behavior in the pressure domain. We must use the fact
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that for all bottoms r(k 0) -1 (except the degenerate case r(kr) == 1). We write Equation

( 4) as':

GT(knz ,zo) = Y i (r(kr) - r(ko)e -2i\h(¡-k,2(z) )eiVk(¡-k,2(Zo-Z) (5)
kJ -k/

As we discussed in Section (IV.3) the asymptotic behavior in the pressure domain is determined

by the behavior at the singularities in the transÎorm domain. (2 1 At kr = kO the phase term,

e -2iVk(¡-k,2(z), equals 1 so that UIketh,~, Green's function associate with the, reÏlectedfield

alone, the numerator of the total. Green's fucton, approaches zero as kr approaches the

Yk; -k/ singularity 

at ko. We ",ish now to determine the contribution of the singularity at

kr =ko in the total Green's fuction in order to show that the "softening" introduced by the

addition of the source term has made the associated total field more range limited. We can

bypass a great number of issues by instead considerig the asymptotics of the simplied Green's

function:

Gsimpl~(k) i ('-1 _ r(ko)e -2iVko2 -k,2(Z))e iVkoLk,2(zo-z)T' 0 r ;i ,Z 0 =
Yk6 -k/

(6)

By considering Equation (6) we exclude those issues associated with r(kr). Our examples

in thc synthetic data generation section showed that these terms do not give rise to terms which

i
decay as slowly as -

r

Equation (6) is the Green's function fora dipole and has the known Hankel transform:

ikOV r2+(z -zO)2 ikoYr2+(z +zO)2P d (r) = e e (7)
Yr2+(z -zof Yr2+(z +zO)2

It is well known that ths field decays asymptotically as -l and that ths asymptotic behavior
r

begins more quickly when z 0 is small than when it is large.

Since the total field will be more range liited than the reflected field, it is better to

transform the total field numerically and subtract the (analytically determined) transform of the
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incident .feld than it is to subtract the incident field before transforming.

V.3) Sampling

a) Overview

Typically, data is not available op. the grid required for processing. In the experiment pro-

vidig the data for this thesis, for example, the range values for which the data has been

obtained is determined by the drif rate of the boat and the source away from the receivers. The

individual samples do not occur exactly where we would like them and while the experiment was

designed to provide samples as close to the Nyquist rate as possible, typically the number of sam-

pIes on averages is less than we would lie. Finally, there are isolated cases of missing samples, a

reality of data collecton. Section (V.3b) discusses the issues associated with the averagesa.m-

pling rate. The issues associated with the grid in general are discssed in Section (V,,3c),

b) Sampling rate

In Chapter (II.7) we saw that when I (r) is sampled on approximately a linear grid and the

transform:

:x

P(p) = Ii (r)J o(pr )rdr
o

is computed from these samples, then i (r ) must be sampled on a grid at least asfue as nA'1in

(1)

order to correctly perform the transform for F (p) neglgible p::A. In ths. chapter we consider

the transform of the pressure field, to obtain the depth-dependent Green's fucton. Ths

tr.ansform has the form:

:x

G(k"z +zo) ~ ~ r(k,) .'Y.l-.,'ld',1 = Jp. (r)J o(k,r)rdrkJ -klß
G (kpz +zo) is negligible for kr::ko+E1 except possibly near the poles of l(kr) (for some

(2)

1) For some small E::O.
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small E) because when kr '?k 0, it decays exponentialy. Consequently when there are no poles in

r(kr) for real kr, then the pressure field need only be available on a grid as fie as nATi with

A == kO+E to accurately determine G(kpz+zo) in the region O~kr~ko. If we wish to obtain

G(kr,z +zo) in the region where it is exponentially decreasing (kr'?ko), however, we must sam-

pIe fast enough to represent the signal in that region as well.

If a pole is present in r(kr) at kr = kr. the Green's function wil be signiicant near kr.i ,
despite the exponential decay. If the presence of the pole is ignored and the field is transformed

on the grid n; , then the pole wil be alased into the Green's function at lower wave numbers.

If there is only one pole present we can write the Green's function, G (kr) (we suppress the

z variation) as:

G (kr) == G (kr) + a -1
k,2-kr.2

,

À
The results of Chapter (11.7) show that if the pressure field is transformed on the grid ~, then.

k

for kr.'?k
, (3)

the alia sed Green's function computed wil approximately be given in the region O~kr ~k by:

G(k ):: G(k ) - Y2k/k -lG(2k-k ) :: ã(k ) - Y2k/k -1 a-i (4)r r r r r r (2k _ k )2 - k 2
r r¡

so that the Greens functon at 2k 0 - kr. wil be corrupted.
i

If the amplitude, a _¡, is very small (which would be the case for large source-receiver

geometries) and some smearing is present due to windowing (the field is not measured out to

ranges where the trapped mode dominates), we may not see the pole's effect and it can safely be

ignored.

In general the possibilty of trapped modes must be considered before deciding upon a sam-

pling rate, particularly in geometries with small source-receiver heights. For such geometries it is

L ff" i n'Tnot a ways su icient to samp e at -.
ko
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c) Sampling grid

When data is not available on the grid requir.ed for processing we must first interpolate.

Successfu interpolation is possible only if the signal is adequately represented by the original

samples. If we know only that our signal has a Hankel transform which is negligible beyond

Àsome bandwidth, A, then the signal is adequately represented by samples on the grid -- for

C
C 2:A and where Àn n = 0, 1, 2, . " are the ordered zeros of J oCr). (2 J This is true in

theory. In practce, if the the samples are not onginally spaced as required, it may be 

impossible

to actually perform the interpolation onto another grid. If the samplesale only available on the

À
grid ~ with C ~ , then it is not possible to interpolate without makig additional assump-

C

tions.

We wil show that for the class of pressure fields examined, an additional assumption seems

reasonable. This assumption makes interpolation possible even when the sampling rate is slightly

too low, We wil assume that the magnitude and phase of our pressure fields are smoot.~ com-

pared to their quadrature components. Figure (V .3c.l) shows the magnitude of the pressure .field

associated with a point source over a pressure release bottom. Between calculated points the

curve varies so litte and so regularly that a plot of the points appears to be a smooth line. Fig-

ure (V .3c.2) shows the result of fist subsampling the points plotted in 

Figure (V..c.l). (which

À
were available on the grid -- ) by a factor of two, and then interpolatig back onto 

the onginal2

grid using splies. 
1 The differences petween the two curves are neglgible.

We can compare ths successfu interpolation to the result of subsampling the quadrature

components, splie interpolatig, and computing the magnitude. The result of ths operation is

shown in Figure (V .3c.3). The apparently smooth line comes from the subsampled set of values

which the splines was constrained to match in the quadrature components. It actually consi~ts of

1) Splies were used becau.se the origial grid is given by Àn/A , where Àn are the ordered zeros of
J O(x ). Ths grd is uneven and makes other interpolation schemes less desirable.
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every other point of the displayed cure. The suroundig scatter is the magnîtude of interpo-

lated points supplied by the splies. Clearly, splies did not successflly interolate the quadr a-

tue components.

Figure (V.3c.4) shows the phase of Figure (V.3c.1) computed by

â ~ tan-il :; J

where Pi is the imaginary component of the field and Pr is the real component. The rapid vari-

(1)

ation in â suggests that it is not adequately represented by the grid upon which it is presented. Ö

is not the only representation of the phase of the pressure field, however.

d) Unwrapping the Phase

The phase diplayed in Figure (V.3c.4) is the principal value of the phase, often referred to

as the wrapped phase. The wrapping comes about because of the ambiguity concernng which

phase should be assciated with the quadratue components. If 6 satisfes:

Meio = p + i p.r i
then so must 6 +2'Im where m is any integer, since

(1)

Me/(O + hi m) = MeiOe2-ri m = Meie = P, + IPi (2)

Given just Pr and Pi there is no way to determine the correct value of my The arctan routie

us by Fortan follows the convention of choosig m such that

-'I -: Ö == 6 + 2'Im -: 'I

The output value Ö is the pricipal value of the phase, or the wrapped phase.
(3)

If the phase of the pressure field were approximately increasig at a rate of koR where

R == Vr2 + (z - zO)2 and the field were sampled at the Nyquist rate of 1Iko, then the phase

dierence between samples would be roughly 'I and. the' wrapped phase every sample or two

would suffer a jump to a different m in order to satisfy the condition -'I 0: e+2'Im 0: 'I.

Ths would obscure any underlying regular behavior that we expect from most physical

phenomena. These frequent jumps are responsible for the rapid oscillation apparent in the phase
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of Figure (V.3c.4). We wish to compensate for the wrapping that takes place when the principal

value of the phase is generated. To do so we must make use of our knowledge of how the phase

is varying from point to point.

We conjectre that the phase of the total field is dominated by a component at the water

wave number associated with the dominant specular path a.nd that the remainng portion of the

phase is slowly varyig compared to the samplig rate. We write

PT(r) = M(r)ei6(r)
where M (r) and 9(r) are real, and write

(4)

9(r) = kri +E(r) (5)
where R æ V r2 +. (z -zO)2. We wil call kri the modeled porton of the phase and E(r) the

residual phase. Weare going to show that as long as the residual phase is sampled fast enough,

we can reconstrct the tre phase.

In ths notation the dierence in tre phase value from sample to sample can be wrtten':

9(rli) - 9(rli-1) = ko(RIi - RIi-1) + E(RIi) - E(RIi-1) (6)

so that

9(rli) - 9(rli-1) - ko(RIi - RIi-1) = E(RIi) - E(RIi-i) (7)

Precsely stated, our requirement that the residual phase be slowly varyig compared to the sam-

plig'rate is:

le(Rii) - E(RIi-1)'':71 for al Rii (8)

To unwrap the phase we fist form:

â(rii) - 9(rli-1) - ko(RIi - Rii-i)
= 6(rli) - mii271 - 6(rli-1) - mli-i271 - ko(RIi - Rii-i)

= 9(rli) - 9(rli-i) - 271(mli - mil -i)

= e(RIi) - E(RIi -1)

from the measured data. We now do the unwrapping by defiing mo æ 0 and pickng the

(9)

integers, mil, (n = 1, 2, .. . ) sequentialy to satisfy:
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ìê('n) - ê(rn-i) - ko(Rn - Rn -i) ~ 21i(mn - mn -i)

and define the unwrapped phase to be:
I E(Rn) -E(Rn -i) !~1i (10)

8(,,1) == G(r n) + (mn )21i (11)

Figure (V.3d.1) shows the result of running this algorith on the phase of the synthetic

data with magnitude shown in Figure (V.3c.1) and wrapped phase shown in Figure (V.3c.4).

The resulting phase is dominated by the linear term kef we defined in our modeL. Figure

(V.3d.2) shows the residual phase. The smooth and small variation of the residual phase over

the intervals (, n - i , r" ) for all n, is a strong confmation of our phase unwrapping assump-

tion.

Figures (V.3d.3a) and (V.3d.3b) present the magnitude and residual phase of the fast bot-

tom example of Secton (IV.3a). For this example, too, the residual phase is well behaved,

Figures (V. 3d.4a) and (V. 3d.4b) present the magnitude and residual phase of the slow

speed layer example of Section (IV.3b). For this example, too, the residual phase is well

behaved. The field in this examplè was shown to be dominated in the far field by the contribu-

tion due to the pole beyond the water wave number. The upward slope of the residual phase

apparent in Figure (V3d.4b) reflects the fact that this pole is contributig the dominant com-

ponent to the phase (in the far fidd) which is slightly larger that the koR term subtracted out.

e) InterpoÚlting the magnitude and unwrapped phase

In Figures (V.3c.1) and (V.3c.2) we showed that the magnitude of the dipole field could be

An An
up-sapled from the grid -i to 2 In Secton (V.3d) we saw that the unwrapped and resi-

dual phase components enjoy smooth, regular variation ideally suited for interpolation. Figure

A A
(V.3e.l) shows the residual phase for the dipole field up-sampled from the t to the ; grid.

AnIt is indistinguishable from the residual phase generated on the 2 grid shown in Figure

(V.3d.2).
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We now show that for the dipole field we can actally interpolate the magnitude and

unwrapped phase to increase the samplig rate of the quadrature components of the field. 1bs

allows us to determine the Green's function to a higher horizntal wave number than the

Nyquist cntena applied to our onginal samplig scheme would have us believe.

À
We recall from Secton (11.7) that if the pressure field for the dipole on the grid ; were

transformed and displayed in the range ° 0: kr 0:2 the result would be severely aliased and com-

pletely inaccurate in the region 1 o:kr 0:2. To obtain a transform accurate on ° 0: kr 0:2, the qua-

Àii
dratue components must be at least sampled on the grid -i. We can st obtain the transform

À
in the range O,kr 0:2, never-the-less, by interpolating the field onto the gnd -- though its

2

magnitude and unwrapped phase. Figures (V.3e.2a) and (V.3e.2b) show the magnitude and

phase of the transform generated by such a procedure. First the magnitude and resdual phase of

À
P ( -!) were generated. These were up-sampled as just discssed. From ths up-sampled magni-

1

tude and residual phase (and the modeled, koR , portion of the phase) the associated quadrature

components were generated. This was transformed. Figures (V.3e.3a) and (V.3e.3b) show the

À
magniLude and phase of Lhe Hankel lransform of p ( ; ) generated wiLhout interpolation. Only

small dierences in the magnitude are apparent. The phase cues also display only smal dier-

ences though in the inomogeneous region (where the phase is oscilltig rapidly as evidenced by

the two parallel lies) the smal difference has caused a slghtly different pictue of the oscia-

tions. By contrast, Figures (V.3e.4a) and (V.3e.4b) present the magnitude and phase of the

À
Hanel transform of p (~) up-sampled by diect splie interpolation of its quadrature com-

1

ponents. Clearly, once agai, a direc interpolation of the quadratue components did not work.

We apply ths scheme for interpolating the magnitude and residual phase to the field of the

fast bottom example of Section (IV.3a). We first generate the magnitude and unwrapped phase
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À" À"
of p ( 2/ ), interpolate up to the grd -i' generate the quadratue components, and then

Hanel transforin. Tht magnitude and phase of the result is shown in Figures (V.3e,5a) and

À
(V .3e.5b). Tht magnii:de and phase of the correct transform (of p ( ; ) generated without

using th interpolation scheme) is shown in Figures (V.3e.6a) and (V .3e.6b). We see that the

Hanel tranorm of the up-sapled data a~d the llanel tranorm of the data onginaly avai-

able on the fine grd do not agrte exacty. Figures (V.3e.7a) and (V.3e.7b) preset the magn-

tude and phase of their complex dierence and Figure (V.3e.8) presents the magntude of the

Hanel.transformof . that complex diference. Th transorm represnts the errors made in the

pressuedomai by our up-samplig procedure tht gave nse to the error in the Grten's fuc-

tion. We see tht practcally al the eror energy was concentrated at the ongi. Ths eror could

be dUe toa breakdowii in our phase unwrapping assption nea the ongi ot to a poorhan-

dlgoftht rapid change in magnitude by the spfues. This problem ca be correct'by a dense

samplig of the origialfie1. nea the orgi SO that there is no room for interpolation eror

the;.

1) Phase urrrfJpping errors

At ths point we consider bnefy the kinds of error that might be expectd when the

assmption underlying ths phase unwrapping tecque is. violated. If for somt n

IO(R,,) - O(R,,-i) - ko(R" -R,,-i)1 ;: 1l (1)
the wrong In,,'Wil be chosen. From that point On, each mk (k = n, n +1, . . . ) chosen by the

procedure wil also be wrong by the sae amount. A plot of this error is a step fucton of

height m" - m" centered at n as shown in Figure (V.3f.l). If multiple violations occ, the

eror wil look1iethe sum of step functons as ilustrated in Figure (V.3f.2)+ The smoothess

apparent in the resdual phase in al of our examples suggest that no errors have occed.

If the phase unwrappig scheme is used to interpolate the field, these errors are not serioll.

As par of the intepolation procedure, the quadrature components are regenerated fr0in the
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interpolated magnitude and phase. The error curve shown in Figure (V.3f.2) would have no

affect on the quadrature components regenerated from the unwrapped phase. In general, after

the interpolation, the error curve wil not be a simple sum of steps but wil be smeared by the

interpolator. This wil usually affect the quadratue components. If the interpolator is well

chosen, the leakage will be small and limited to the area near the error. Finally we note that

errors in the phase unwrapping scheme wil occu when the unodeled portion of the phase is

varying rapidly between samples. When ths happens the interpolator is liely to have difcuties

even without errors in the unwrapped phase and ths scheme is probably not appropriate.

V.4) Windowing

In Secton (11.6) we stated that in terms of resolution the Hankel transform behaves very

much lie a Fourier transform. We wish to consider the resolution required to generate the

Green's fuction and the window that ths implies.

The total Green's fuction is given by

GT(knz) = i (r(kr)ei'YkJ-k/(Z+ZO) + ei'Yk6-k/(Z-Zo) J when z;:zo (1)
V k~ -k/

The most rapid vanations in GT (excludig possible poles in the reflecton coeffcient beyond the

¡'Ykd-l/(z+zO)
water wave number) occur near kr = ko. When r(kr) is smooth compared to e

Vk~ -kr2

i'Ykd-k/(z+zO)
ethe rapidity of these variations is dominated by the

Vk~-k/
term. With a windowed

sample of the pressure field we can not hope to determine the exact behavior of G at kr = k 0,

h + . i th 'd .. . G' d . nl th i'Y k6 -k/(z +zo) Ww en z Zo is arge e rapi variation in is ue to prima y e e ter. e

can obtain an ad hoc estiate of the resolution we require by considering the lobe widths associ-

ated with the phase for kr near k o.

That is we define kr /I by the relation:
,
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VkJ -k/n(z +zo) =: n'7
, (2)

and define the lobe, 8n by:

Õn =: kr n -1 -kr n, , (3)

If we use (ko-krn)(ko+kr,n) = (~)2thenwhenkrn:: k we have:, z+zo '
(ko-kr,n) :: -ll n'7j22ko. z +zo (4)

and

Õn :: -l l~j2(n2__(n ,-1)2) = -l l~j2(2n +1)2ko Z +zo 2ko Z +zo
Section (II.6c) indicates that the requied window width, B , is related to the desired resolution

approximately as:

3 3 3( Z + Z 0)2 1 1B ::-=:-=Õ õn '72 2ko 2n-1 (6)

Thus to resolve the lobe closes to k when z +zo = 136 and ko = .9246 we requie a win-

dow of about:

B ~ 3*t i~6 r (2)(.~246) ~ 3* (1013) ~ 3040 meters (7)

V.5) Source-Height Variation

a) General expression

The procedure proposed to estate the plane wave reflection coefficient, r(kr), and

shown in Figure (V,,1.1), requires that the pressure field be measured with the source at a fixed

height, zo0 ri) Frequently, experimental conditions cause the source-height to vary. In ths sec-

tion we will explore the effect tlat a varyng source-height has on the estiate, t(kr).

Instead of considering the effect of a varyng source-height on the estiate for the plane

wave reflecton coefficient directly, we will consider its effect on the depth-dependent Green's

function given by:!

1) We wi suppress the dependence of the depth-~ependent Green's functon on Z and Z O.
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:i
ir(kr) ei\lkd-k?(z+zo)

YkJ-k? (1)G(kr) = fPR(r;Z)Jo(krr)rdr
o

which is the Hankel transform of the reflected pressure field. By considerig the effect on the

depth-dependent Green's fuction we can make use of the propertes of the Hankel transform

that we derived in Chapter II. The plane wave reflecton coefficient is determied by multiplying

the estiate of the depth-dependent Green's fuction by terms which compensate for the source

stength and the source-receiver separation as was shown in Equation (V .1. 2).

We consider the effe.ct of a source height given by

zo(r) = zo+h (r) (2)
To. explore the effect.of Hankel transformig a pressure field measureçlat a source height that is

a fuction of range, we write the Green's fuction estated by Hankel transforming this field

as:

G (k,) =

;: I PR (r,z (r ))Jo(k,r )rdr
o

I"'!I'" ir(~) ¡Y46-~2(z+zO+"(')) ( ) ~j ()= ~ ~e Jo ~r ~di; Jo k,r rdr
o 0 v kô -~..

=Ì Jt~i;) 2 e¡Y4d-~'iz+zOJ (Ie iY4d-~2"(')Jo(~r)Jo(k,r)rdrJ~d~o ko -~ 0

(3)

We now defie:

:i

f iYk2 -eh(r)H(knE,) == E, e 0 Jo(E,r)Jo(krr)rdr
o

(4)

which with (3) becomes:

:i

G (kr) = f G (E,)H (knE,)d E,

o

Equations (4) and (5) exacty describe the effect that source-height variation has on the

(5)

esmate of the depth-dependent Green's fuction. As written, however, they do not provide

much insight into what variations are tolerable or into the qualitative effect of source-height vari-

ation. To provide us with this insight we develop an approximate expression for H (kr,E,) by
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. ,. If S '(II 6) W d th b 'd' i'\1k6 -~2h(r) .using the windowing resu t 0 ecton , , e 0 s y consi ering e as a win-

d bl 'd d th th F' f (') f (\!kff-~2h(r).ow" The result wil be reasona e proVl e at e ouner trans orm in roe is

narrow, as discussed in Section (II.6b).

We write

:i

H (k"E,) == E,I eiwh(r)J O(E,r)J o(krr )rdr with (i == V kJ _E,2
o

8(kr -g)
The Hankel transform of J o( E,r) equal so that:

kr

(6)

.. ¡; i .. ¡;8(kr -E,) J ýt
V krH (kr ,E,) ~ E, (v kr kr )*W¡;(kr) = E,W ¡;(kr --E,) (7)

where

:i

W ¡;(kr) == I eiVk6-E2h(r)eikrr dr
-:i (8)

Ths provides us with approximate expressions for the kernel, H (kr ,E,), and an approximate

expression for the estiated Green's fuction in terms of the actual Green's functon:

H (kr ,E,) ~ ~ W ~(kr -I;)
kr

:i

G(kr) ~ -21 .. L- I~G(E,)W¡;(kr-l;)dl;
'1 V kr 0

(9)

In the following sections we apply ths result to some special cases.

b) Particular variations

i) No source-height variation

When the source-height is constant, h (r) == O. For ths case our approximate result above

gives W ¡;(kr -I;) = 2ir8(kr -I;) and G (kr) = G (kr), which is as we would expect.

ii) Linear source-height variation

If the source-height varies linearly then h (r) = ar and
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:i

W~(kr)= f ei(wa+krJrdr = 21iO(kr+aYk5-E,2)1 Thisglvesus
--x

:i

G(kr) = ~fV¡G(E,Ô(kr-E,+aVk5-E,)dç
P 0

To evaluate the integral we have to simpli the argument of the delta function. We define

(1)

s == E,-a +V k J -E,, so that

s + Vs2-(1 +a2)(s2-a2kJ)
ç =

1+a2 (2)

Substitutig into Equation (1) we have:

A 1 f~ r; I;-sG(kr) = ,j vç(s)G(E,(sJ)o(kr-s) 2 dsYp C 2a +E,-s
1 ~-p

=, j ~G(E,o) 202 ~Y P + -p (3)

Where

~ E,o =
Vkr2--(1 +a 2)(k,2--a 2k J)

1 + 0'2

kr +a V(a2+1)kJ -k/
a2+1

(4)
=

assuming that ÇO is reaL. We see that Ô (kr) is a distorted version of

¡k +aV(a2+1)k2-k2 J
G r. 2 0 r . This approximate analysis also correctly indicates that as the

a +1

slope of the liear variation, a, goes to zero G (kr) goes to G (kr)

ii) Sinusoidal source-height variation

When the source-height variation is given by

h(r)=aeiar (1)
then

:i :i
W (k ) - f ¡Vk5 -eal!i'" ikrrd - f iWl!i," ik,rd~ r - e e r- e e r-x -x (2)

1) Provided E, .. k The integral is not defied for complex arguments and a different analysis would be
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with w == aYkJ-¡;.

To perform the integral in Equation (2) we expand the exponential in its Taylor series to

obtain:

· · tiwei~ rW ¡;(kr) = f 2: , eikrr dr
-xn=O n.

:i

= i (iwr f eia.r eikrr drn =0 n. -:i (3)

= 2". i (i wr 8(kr -n 0')

n=O n.
We use ths to determine the effect of the real cosinusoidal variation:

aeiar + ae-iarher) = 2 (4)
Substituting (4) into Equation (V.5a.8), for cosinusoidal variation W ¡;(kr) is seen to be given by;

x iVk2_t2!!~j"r iVk2_1;-2!!~-j"r .

f 0" 2 0 2 ik rW ¡;(kr) = e e e r dr
-:) (5)

Equation (5) is the Fourier transform of a product of terms in the form of Equation (2). Conse-

quently we can write Equation (5) as the convolution of terms in the form of Equation (3):

1 ¡ x ( . )n J *
W ¡;(kr) = -2 2". 2: L w, 8(kr -n 0') k'I n =0 n. r

riaYkJ-ç2 im+n:i x ~ 2 J
= 2".2: 2: i I 8(kr -en -m )0')

n=Oi=O n.m.

¡2'Tnt (i:r 3(k,+nct) J

(6)

If we perform the integration (V.5a.9) we obtain;

f ~ ~ faYk¿i-(kr-(n-m)oyr+" iG(kr) ~ r+) k ;(~~~)a 2 Ykr-(n-m)aG(kr-(n-m)a) (7)L vp r iilml
The cosinusoidal source-height variation with an amplitude, a, and a frequency 0', has the

effect of reverberatig, or comb fitenng, VkG (kr) in two dimensions. The impulses of the

req urred for this case.
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filter are spaced at the variation frequency a.. The ... weightigs, which we define to be

w (kr;m ,n), determine the envelope of the reverberation. They depend on the amplitude, a:

(in V\J-k,2 r+nw (kr ;m ,n) == I 1
m.n.

(in V\J -k,2 r

m!
(inV:J-kl r

n! (8)

We can write the estimate for the Green's function in terms of these weightig functions as:

G (k,) ~ ¡ Jp J ¡ k, ~~"- m )a '" (k, -en -",)o:m ,n) V k, - (n -m JaG (k, - (n -m )a) 1 (9)

The weightig functions, w (kr - (n -m )a.;m ,n), are greatest when m = n = nmax and

decay rapidly from that point in m and n This result can be shown by replacing the factorials in

(8) with Stilig's appr aximatiap (excellept even lar sm.i . , .1 ~ V 2'l' ( ; r ) apddel¡''¡ng

ia V k6 -kr2
2

The weightig functions thenbecoIle:x -

w (kr.m ,n)
,

xm xm _--...-.
m! n!

1

V2'Tm (;:f
1

Y2'Tn (x:T. (10)

The (;: r term has its maximum at m ~x. and Ials all in m with greater than geafletric

decay.. The .J term puls this maximum only Ve-ry slightly lower"

The result is that w (kr ;m ,n) is large for. m , n ...~ ~ ¥k J-. k/ and SIallelsewhere. When

I; V k6 -k?a. i:s I a_a. I 0:0:1 we can ignore the (n -m)a. term in (9) sothat G (kr) is~iven
I I I L I
approxinately by

i i G- Y k 6 - k/ r h 1
i: (k,) ~ ¡;, 1 k';(~~:' )0 2 .1. I Vk, -en -'" )oG (k, -en -no )0) (11)

By defiing:
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:i (-i)m t ~ '!kG -k,2 r

m!

r )n +m
tf Ykd-k/

(n +m)!
(12)C (kr ;n) == (i Y L

m ==(O,-n)

we can obtan the result, valid for I a2,, -:-: 1 that

(: L
Vk;Ò(kr):: L C(kr;n)Vkr-naG(kr-na)

k = -JC
(13)

A perspective plot of C (knn )/(i)~ is presented in Figure (V.5c.1a) for the case a = 3

and ko = .9246159. The back of this figure corresponds to kr = ko and consequently kz = O.

The Green's functon in ths region corresponds to plane vvave components of the field which are

directed entiely in the radial vary in z Figure (V.5c.1b) presents

the slice of ). C (k o,n) is zero everyhere

except at n that the degraded estiate of

the Green's

(14)

Substitutig that

= G (k 0) (15)

The portion of kr =ko, corresponds to field components that do not vary in

z It is reasonable, then, that the Cúsinusoidal source-height variation did not affect that porton

of the angular spectm.

In Figure (V.5c.la) moving forward towards the leading edge corresponds to decreasing kr

and increasing kz' With decreasing kr, C (kr ,n) becomes increasingly less impulsive, indicatig

greater amounts of degradation. Figure (V.5c.1c) presents the slice C(O,n). This slice

corresponds to that porton of the angular spectrum which has the maximum amount of vertical

variation. In Figure (V.5c.1c) the value C (0,0) is not even as large as the adjacent values,
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C (0, -1) and C (0,1). The Greens functon wil be degraded by cosinusoidal source-height vari-

ation in ths region.

Figure (V.5c.2) presents a perspectve plot of C (kr,n )/( i Y for the case a = 12 and

k() = .9246159. Once again C (ko,n) is the discrete delta fucton, B(n), and the Green's func-

tion wil not be degraded at kr = ko. Because a is larger now, ; V kJ -k/ of Equation (12)

grows more rapidly as kr becomes smaller than it did for a = 3. As a result the figure shows

that serious degradation begins for kr much closer to k o. The increased amplitude, a, has

resulted in an increased amount of. degradation. The product, akz = a V k J - kr2, determnes

the severity of this effect.

We note also that because of the (i)n factor in Equation (12), the phase of C (kpn)

increases by 2! with each n.. This suggests that cosinusoidal source-height variation may dramat-
2

ically affect the phase of the estiated Green's fucton, G (kr), even before it signiicantly

afect the magnitude.

Thus we have seen that the effect of sinusoidal source-height variation is to comb-fiter the

estimate of vk G (k r )... The spacing between impulses in the comb fiter is the frequency of the

source-height variation. The amplitude of the source-height variation and the vertical wave

number, kJ -k/, together determine the weightings of the impulses. When the product of the

amplitude and the vertical wave number is small, the only contnbution comes from the low lag

components. As ths product increases, the higher lag components begin to contribute and the

comb- fitering wil become increasingly apparent. If the frequency of the source-height variation

is very low, causing the spacing of the impulses in the fiter to be very small, the degradation

wil appear as a smearing.

V.5) Summary

In ths chapter we have studied the issues associated with the inversion of pressure field
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data through the Hankel transform to estimate the depth-dependent Green's functon and the

plane wave reflection coefficient. We have developed a phase unwrapping procedure that allows

us to interpolate the magnitude and unwrapped phase and thereby determine from the set of

field samples available, the values of the field at the ranges we require for processing. We have

also shown that it is betier to estate the total depth-dependent Green's fucton from the

Hankel transform of the total field, and to later remove the affects of the source. Finally, we

have examined the effects of source-height variation to help us understnd the possible degrada-

tion that ths effect would would introduce into the depth-dependent Green's fucton estated

from real data.

We are ready to perform a prelimiary processing of real data.
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CHAPTER VIT)

Inverting Real and ReaE5~it :)a.ta

In Chapter V we described the procedure for invertig coherent field measurements ansing

in response to a CW point source, to obtain the plane wav~ reflection coefficient. In that

chapter we addressed some of the practcal issues that must be faced when rez.data is to be

inverted" In ths chapter we perform a prelimnary inversion of real data. (1) To .help interpret

the results, in parallel we invert data generated synthetically for a realistic geometry and set of

bottom parameters.

The real data that we invert was obtained by G,. Frisk, J Doutt, and E. Hays in 1981.

The associated experimental geometry was descnbed in Section (I.ó) and is presented again in

Figure (VI.L). We wil be using the data obtained from the lower receiver shown in ths figure.

In Figure (VL2) we present a velocity profie and density parameters for a bottom' that we

believe is comparable to the bottom where the real data was taken. \Ve use this geometry, velo-

city profie, and these density parameters to generate the synthetic- àata of cc this. chapter. Ths

synthetic data is generated using the hybrid procedure described i!i Chapter IV and thenumeri-

cal Hankel transform that was described in Section (III.?) ,1 (2 ) The effciency of this Han.kel

transform algorith made it possible to obtain high quality results over a large range that would

otherwise not have been practical.

We begin by generating the synthetic data for ths geometry and bottom. We use the

numerical procedure descnbed in Section (!V.2) to generate the plane wave reflecton coeff-

cient, r(kr), as a functon of horizontal wave number. Its magnitude and phase are presented in

Figures (VI.3a) and (VI.3b). We see that a pole is present in r(kr) beyond the water wave

number. This pole is due to the low speed channel just below the water-bottom interface.

Because the source + receiver height is large, ths pole wil contribute an insigniicant amount to

1) Ths algorithm was implemented in Fortran on a V AX.1lJi80 by Mike Wengroiiitz.

"'.
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the pressure field and need not be removed as was done in Section (1'1.30). Consequently we

ca generate the field with the hybnd procedure described in Section (IV.3a). The magnitude

and residual phase of the associated synthetic field are presented in Figures (VI.4a) and (VI.4b).

In thes figures very little high frequency ripple is apparent even at large ranges, implyig that

the field is indeed adequately represented and not suffering from spatial alasing.

Figures (VI. Sa) and (VI.Sb) present the magnitude and residual phase of the synthetic

field afr inclusion of the incident field. The regular behavior in these plots suggests that the

magntude and residual phase are good representations of the total field. As. futher confa-

tion of the validity of the tota sythetic fields generated for ths example, we present the output

of a ray program that was run for ths profie in Figure (VI.5c).1,2 The two synthetic fields are

in good agreement except in the region of the caustic, 1500m .. r .. 2000m, where the ray

method is known to be inaccate.

Figures (VI.6a) and (VI.6b) present the magnitude and residual phase of the real data

(which includes the source field). In the region beyond the first hundred meters, the magnitude

and residual phase of the real data behave regularly, which gives us confdence in them. The

interference pattern apparent in the magntude is similar to that of the synthetic data. The zeros

in the magntude are well matched by the the changes in the residual phase forlarge ranges. The

fist few hundred meters of the resdual phase, however, looks significantly åifferent from the

residual phase of the sythetic field. In ths region, changes in the source-height have their

greates effect on the measured field because the geometry is most signicantly affected by

source-height varation in ths region. We recall that the residual phase is given by:

E(r) = a(r) - koYr2+(z-zo)2 (1)
The large negative slope of the residual phase for low ranges could be due either to an estiate

of ko which was too large, in which case the residual phase would display a negative phase

everyhere, or to an estimate of (z -zO)2 which was too large. We believe that this

1) But with a sltly difert source height of 125 meters rather than 135 meters.

2) I wish to thank Jim Doutt for providing ths sythetc field.
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uncharacteristic behavior is due to imperfect knowledge of the source heiglt in mat region. The

gentle negative slope of the unwrapped phase for the real data for large ranges is probably due

to a slight overestimate of the water wave-number, ko.

Before we attempt to invert the real experiental data to estmate the depth-dependent

Green's fucton two major factors must be considered. First, the experimental data is available

only over a finite range and second, it is available only at discrete points which are not spaced

properly for our processing. The fist issue can be resolved by referring to Chapter V where we

showed that for the source-height and geometr used to obtain the experimental data, it was only

necessar to know the field out to about 3040 meters to minize the degradation due to win-

dowing. The experimental data is available to 6000 meter. We believe, therefor, that window-

ing should not prevent its successful inversion. The seond issue can also be resolved.. by refer-

ence to Chapter V where we showed that by interpolatig the magnitude and unwrapped phase

it was often possible to translate the pressure field data available on one set of ranges to another.

We wil use the procedure developed there to interpolate the experimental data onto the set of

ranges that we requie for processng by the Hankel transform. In parallel we wil process the

synthetic data. The procesed synthetic data provides a usefu measure of the success of our pro-

cessing because the depth-dependent Green's fuction that we obtain can be compared to the

true depth-dependent Green's fucton which is known for the S"jnthetic data, and presented in

Figures (VI.7a) and (VI.7b).

Figures (VI.8a) and (VI.8b) present the magnitude and phase of the Green's functon cal-

cuated by processing the synthetic data. The sythetic data was originaly available on the grd

n'l n = 0, 1, 2, . . It was linearly interpolated (though its magnitude and unwrapped

Àn
phase as described in Section (V.3e)) onto the grid requied for processing, -- for

A

n = 0, 1, 2, . .. with A = 1.2 and where Àn n = 0, 1, 2, are t."le zeros of J o(x ) .

The agreement between the estmate of the synthetic Green's functon obtained by process-

ing the sythetic field and shown in Figures (VI.8a) and (VI.8b) and the true Green's function
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for the synthetic data shown in Figures (VI.7a) and (VI.70) is c:~¡:elient, particularly the agree-

ment in the magnitudes. The phases differ slightly for low homo¡ital wave numbers. We believe

that this is due to small errors in the synthetic field for low ranges. The phases differ dramati-

cally in the evanescent region beyond the water wave number, where the inagnitude of the

Green's fucton is very small and consequently the phase is probably dominated by noise. The

agreement in general between the true Green's functon for the synthetic data and the Green's

fuction estiated from the sythetic data is excellent, however, and confrms the results of

Chapter V which indicated that for the samplig rate and range of values over which the data is

known, it should be possible to determine the depth-dependent Green's fuction.

Figures (VI.9a) and (VI.9b) present the magnitude and phase of the Green's functon cal-

culated from the real data. Except for low wave numbers, the magnitude of ths Green's fuction

displays many of the features of the synthetic Green's function, includig the same overall

envelope due to the V 1 source spectum term, and the interference pattern arising from
kJ -k;-

the interaction of that porton of the Green's fucton associated with the source and that portion

associated with the reflected field. The total Green's functon also decays rapidly at the water

iVkLk2lz+z Iwave number, as it should due the the eO, 0 migration terms. In the evanescent

region, kr/ ko, we see only noise, comparable to the noise we see superimposed upon the rest

of the spect.

At low horiontal wave numbers the Green's fucton for the real data does not look like

the Green's fuction for the sythetic data. Very near the origin we see a large peak not

apparent in the total Green's fuction for the sythetic data. Ths peak is probably due to con-

centration of noise power there by the Hankel transform as discussed in Secon (II.S). For

slghtly larger wave numbers the magnitude displays a jagged appearance not seen in the total

Green's functon for the synthetic data. In ths region, the stationary phase approximation for

the Sommerfeld integral is fairly good, alowing us to associate the behavior of the Green's fuc-

tion at low horizontal wave numbers with the behavior of the pressure field at low ranges. The
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uncharacteristic behavior of the Green's function at low liorizon~al wave numbers is consistent

with the uncharacteristic behavior of the residual phase that we observed for low ranges and may

be due to variations in the source-height. Some of ths apparent jitter in the Green's function of

the real data may be due in part to vanation in the source-height. A rough samplig of the

source-height over the course of the expenment was available from the experimental records.

We interpolated between available samples using splies to obtain a rough estiate of the

source-height variation present dunng the course of the experiment. The result is presented in

Figure (VI. 10) . This curve is suficiently similar to the sum of the two low frequency cosines dis-

cussed in Secton (V. 5b .iii) to qualtatively interpret the effect of sOurce-height variation for ths

expenment in term of the results presented there. The analysis of Secton (V .5) shows that

sinusoidal vanation in the source-height causes the estimated Green's functon to be a rever-

berant version of the true Green's fuction, parcuarly for low kr correspondig to large kz'

Because the frequency of the vanation is very small, the main effect is to smear the estate of

VkG (kr). As stated in that section, the phase of the estiated Green's fuction might be more

senously corrupted than its magnitude. The phase of the depth-dependent Green's function

estiated from the real data and shown in Figure (VI.9b) does not strongly resemble the phase

of the sythetic Green's fuction. The overall good appearance of the magnitude of the total

Green's functon and the poor appearance of it phase is consistent with the the degradation that

would be expected from source-height variation.

Figures (VI.lla) and (VI.llb) show the magnitude and phase of the plane wave reflection

coeffcient generated from the Green's function calculated from the synthetic data and shown in

Figures (VI.8a) and (VI.8b). Figures (VI.12a) and (VI.12b) present the magnitude and phase

of the plane wave reflection coeffcient calculated from the Green'~. functon for the real data.

The estmate for the reflection coeffcient for the real data does not appear to be a good one at

ths tie.

Because the plane wave reflection coeffcient is obtained from the total depth-dependent
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Green's functon by first coherently subtracting the source contribution and then multipiying by a

-iVk2-k~lz-z !term with a rapidly varying phase (e 0 r, 01) errors in the phase of the total Grccn's

functon would seriously degrade the estmate of plane wave reflection coefficient. The estim::tc

for the reflection coeffcient is probably much worse than the estimate for the Green's function

because of the phase errors in the estimate for the total depth-dependent Green's function.

In conclusion, we believe most of the error apparent in the Green's fucton for the real

data to be due to variation in the source-height near the origin. Direct evidence of this is the

anomalous residual phase variation in the region r': 300 meters, The error in the estiated

Green's functon for very small horizntal wave numbers is probably due to additive noise. The

erors in the estmated reflection coefficient are probably due to imperfect knowledge of the

source-receiver geometr that affects the coherent additions. OveraIl, however, we are greatly

encouraged by the good appearance of the magnitude of the total depth-dependent Green's func-

tion determined from the real data. The interference structure and the overall envelope suggest

that we are very close to being able to estimate the plane wave reflection coeffcient from real

data. Work sti needs to be done to compensate for the effect of source-height variation.

The potentil returns from the successfu inversion of pressure field data to obtain the plane

wave reflecton coeffcient are enormous. Such a successful inversion is a vital step in the process

of inferring the physical parameters of the bottom from acoustic measurements. (3,4 1 The abil-

ity to make such inferences is of great interest to oceanographers and to exploration geophysi-

cIts. A successfu inversion would also make it possible to predict the fields associated with an

'.;n.h1tT~", ~u.ni-rt'_"p('l"p1' OP£lTnPtT .fn." ñnp ~pt nf nHJio;~l1'TPn1pnt~ 'Th;~ uTnii1rl c","po;thr f'Ã"¡l'¡h:~tp-~---J ~~-- .~-~_. -- O-~~--) ~-~ --- ~-- ~. ~-----~--_. .~~ ..~--- 0----) .------

acoustc imaging in the ocean.
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CONTRIDUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

VII.l) Contributions

In this thesis we have studied both the numerical of pressure fields

the wave reflecton coeffcient and the inversion of measured field data to

estmate the wave reflecton coeffcient. We and that

fields. We studied the issues the inver-

sion of data and were able to estate the Green's functon from

measured data taen in the ocean with a of success. We isolated varia-

as a factor the successfu estiation of the wave reflection

at ths tie.

a foundation for our we the Hankel transform in In II

we derived a number of the effect that and

a have on its Hankel transform. Our results show that the

is often a more severe for the Hankel transform than for the Fourer transform. In

it can fields which 1as or
l'

even more and its effect should be considered.

In II we also studied the noise of the Hankel transform. We showed

that if a function is on a square root in a its Hankel

will have noise more characteristic of the two dimension

transform which the Hankel transform in the of

In III we considered a number of numerical for the Hankel

transform. We new results such as the

and backsmear methods as wen as an exact method as of this thesis.

In our of to data we a
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number of hybrid numerical-analytcal technques that greatly improve the quality of synthetic

data. In the course of developing a techque that can adequately handle the effects of guided

modes in slow speed layers under the ocean bottom, we derived an expression that may be of use

for developing field expressions in modal expansions required to be accuate in both the near

and far fields. We also presented a well behaved numerical procedure for implementig the

Thomson-Haskell approach for generatig the plane wave reflection coeffcient.

In Chapter V we developed the major issues affectng the inversion of measured field to

obtan the plane wave reflecton coefficient. On the basis of this development we were able to

identi the sources of error in an actual inversion. The phase unwrapping and interpolation

resuts presented in ths chapter also significantly improved the results of the processing of the

experiental data in Chapter VI.

In Chapter VI we performed a prelinary inversion of real data to obtain estiates for

the depth-dependent Green's functon and the plane wave reflecton coeffcient. The results

presented in ths chapter represent a signiicant advance towards the complete inversion of meas-

ured pressure field data to obtain the plane wave reflecton coeffcient. We were able to generate

a good estiate for the depth-dependent Green's fuction and were able to associate the effects

of source-height vaiation with the degradation in the estiate for the plane wave reflection

coefficient.

At this point work is contiuing towards the complete estation of the plane wave reflec-

tion coeffcient from real data. The foundations laid by the work presented in this thesis provide

a strong base for futue work in ths area. In addition they suggest research in a number of

related areas. Some of these are presented in the next section.
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VTI.2) Future work

a) Cylindrical to Cartesian Coordinate Systems

In this thesis we have dealt with problems cast in a cylidrical coordiate system. In that

coordinate system the familar Fourier transform of cartesian systems became the less familar

Hankel transform. In that coordiate system the clean properties of additive white GaussÌan

noise though the Fourier transform were obscured obscued until a square root grid was intro-

duced. In that coordiate system windowing and alasing approximately affected V;j (r )

instead of f (r). In that cpordinate system the familar impulse8(x) became.§. In that
X

r)2 r)2 1 r)
coordinate system the operator became V2 =.. - + so that the operator whichax2 r)r2 r r)r
nuls a pole in a cartesian coordinate system:

¡ a~ tjl,~lj".(X) ~

became the less familiar:

¡ a2 1 x 1 x _p2+p7
- + p?- f., eiprdp = f i eip%dp = -õ(x)ax2 -x p--p? -x p2~p?- (1)

( ) ( ) Xl 1 Xl - p2 + P f 81 r \V2 + pl fer) = v2 + pl ! p2_piJo(pr)pdp = !p2_p/ Jo(pr)pdp = -~ (2)

In short we frequently found that famiar problems in a cartesian system became more dificult

when caste in a cylidrical coordiate system. The reverse is also true, however, In Section

(IlL?) we developed an effcient numerical algorith for the Hankel transform by mapping it

into a Fourier transform. The mapping was accomplished with the Abel transform':

li (r (r) ) ~ RT f A (r(riH (3)

The Abel transform' also.. serves to map other liear operators in cylidrical form into liear

operators in cartesian form (it must do. so for any fuction that can be represented by a Hankel

2
transform). It maps V2 into . · r) 2 for example, in the sense that:

r)x

..+2/(r)) ~ a~2A(r(r))
(4)
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In Section, (III.7) we developed an efficient numerical algorithm for evaliiat.gthe

transform, One exciting area of future research is the extension of ma:ximum entropy and other

spectal estimation techniques into the cylindrical domain as we n,ow describe.

An estimation scheme that might be of value for estimating the plane wave reflectioncoef-

ficient is ilustrated in Figure (VII.2a.l). Instead of estiatig the plane wave reflection coeff-

cient diectly 'Ne estimate the position a¡id residue of its poles (and possibly zeros) in the complex

plane. We do ths because the estination of parameters instead ofafunction a

posed problem when the signal available for analysis has been corrupted. Because

reflection coefficient is related to the measured field by the (CYlidrical) Han,keltransform and

not the Fourier transform, spectral estiation techriiques available in the .literature of digital sig-

nal processing do not apply. If we first process the pressure field data with an Abeltransform,

howev~r, the resulting signal has . the same poles 
and zeros 

but now in its Fourier transform.

Modern spectral estimation techniques can therefore be used We introduce the caution that the

effect that branch cuts have on.this procedure must be studied with care

b) AnalyticalcNu71erical Algorithms

The hybrid analytcal-n,umerical technique used to implement the Abel transform in Section,

(III. 6) is a very general procedure and springs from classical numerical

Traditionally,.diffcult integrals are evaluated numericaly by removig

much as possible through coordinate changes and changes of variables and then

transforming the result. The success of the hybrid method points out that in fact it is often desir-

able to do just the opposite, The integral should be manipulated to produce as much singular

behavior as possible. The singularitiescan be integrated analytcally and will not suffer from

numerical degradation. If the singularities are removed pr()perly, the remainng nUIlerical pOr-

tion of the integral wil be well behaved where.it dominates and subordinate to 
the analytcaly

determined portions of the integral where it does not. The art in ths procedure is casting the
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analytcally determined portions of the integral carefuy to insure that the numerical porton

does not have infinities or undesirable asymptotics to canceL. Had the e -br factor not been

included in the procedure of Section (llI.6), for example, the hybrid method for the Abel

transform would not have worked.

Manipulatig fuctons so that they can best be represented by parameterized fuctions and

samples is part of the general issue of computer representation. As software systems become

smarter ths kind of approach wil become increasingly more importnt.

c) Waveguides

In the course of generatig synthetic data, we evaluated the integral:

:i

( f i 1 .YkL..1 II r,z ,Pi) == 2 2 e i .. Z J O(pr )pd P
o v'k2_p2 P -Pi

and showed that it satisfied

(1)

( J üYr2+z2V;+p?l(r'Z'Pi)-~ =0
r2+z2

(2)

We associated I (r ,Z ,Pi) with the contrbution of the pole at Pi because our integrals

always included the terms v' i eiYk2_p2lzl as well. The advantage of ths formulation was

k 2 _ p2

that I (r ,Z ,Pi) is everywhere finite, even at r = O. The classical contribution associated with a

pole is

- ~i Hó1)(Pir) when Im(Pi);:O
(3)

The Hankel fucton above has a logarithic singularity as the origin. Physically, poles in

the depth-dependent Green's fuction make only fiite contrbutions to the field. The migration

term eiVkLrllzl windows the pole in the Hankel domain so that its contribution to the pressure

field is everyhere fite. For ths reason we included the migration term into our pole expres-

sion. For convenience we also included the source term v' i ..

k2_p2
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Our formulation was carefully constructed to insure that the numerics were not required to

generate infinities. It is potentially useful for many problems other than those considered

directly in this thesis. One set of problems concerns the calculation of fields inside (possibly

leaky) waveguides.

We develop an expression for the field inside a (dielectric) waveguide arising from a point

source using the plane wave formulation of this thesis.1 Figure (VII.2c.l) presents the geometr

of the waveguide and the waves present.

The radial and tie variation of all fields is given by:

J o(krr)e -iwt (4)

and wil be suppressed. We wil use ß for the vertical wave number. ß and kr are related

thou gh

k2 = ß2+k( (5)

The source field is given by P¡eißlz-zol and is the portion of the field that would be

present even in the absence of impedance contrasts. We specify the boundary conditions at

z = h by giving the plane wave reflection coefficient there, r T (kr), and at z = 0 by r B (.~r ).

These two interfaces together give rise to an up-going wave, P +e i ßz , and a down-going Wê.ve

P _e -i ßz, that would not be present without the impedance contrasts in the regions z 2:h and

z ::0. The total up-going and down-going fields for zo':z ~h is given by:

P ißz+p iß(z-zo)+e ie
p _e -i ßz DOWN

UP
(6)

The plane wave reflection coeffcient at z =h provides the boundary condition:

rT
P _e -ißh

P ißh + p iß(h -zo)+e ie (7)

In the region O::z ':z 0 we have

p _e-ißz + P¡eiß(zo-z) DOWN
.

P +e i ßz UP (8)

A derivation for the field inside such a waveguide can also be found in (1 J
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z = Zo

Z = 0
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)
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,
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r=O

lT(kr)

p-
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Figure VII.2c.l The geometi-y and waves for extending the results of ths thesis to waveguides
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and

rB
P +e i ßO

P. -ißO +P lßzo_e ¡e
P+

P +P ..ißzo- ¡e
(9)

p¡ is th~.k.own point source.stengthVk~__k2=~ .fT and.rB are given as well.
I'

The two boundary conditions are suficient to determie P + andP _ from these quantities. We

write:

rTP +eißh + rTP¡eißhe -ißzo = P _e-ißh

r P r i ßzoB - + BP¡e = P +
Solvig for P -l andP_ we have

(10)

P+ = (e -iß(h-zo) _ lreiß(h-Zo))p¡
1 -ißh r ißh-e - Te

rB

== C+p¡ (11)

and

(rBeiß(h+ZO) _eiß(h-zo) )p¡P - = == C _p ¡
1 -ißh r ißh-e - erT B

The total field in the waveguide ( Q-cz -ch ) is given by

(12)

Ix ¡ i 1 ( iy"L" 2lz-zol ¡y"L" 2z _¡y"L" 2z Lp (r,z) = e r + C e r + C _e r J o(k,.r )k,.dkr (13)o V k2-k,.2 -+
with

c+ ==

-i ß(h +:0) r i ß(h -zo)e - Te
-le -ißh - r Teißh
rB

(14)

and

r ß(h +zo) i ß(h -zo)Be - e
-le -ißh - l e +ìßhrT B

The zeros of e -ißh - r B r Te i ßh = 0 contribute poles to the depth-depenàent Green's

c_ == (15)

function and give rise to the modes of the waveguide. Each of these poles in Equation (13)
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makes a contribution to the field of the form

x

f i .~II 1I(r,z,p¡) = el P Z Jo(pr)pdpo V k2_p2 p2-pl
and the development we used for calculatig fields in the presence of poles applies.

(16)

It should be noted that the inverse problem., that of resolving modes in a waveguide, can be

cast into the classical signal processing form of finding poles in the Fourier transform by fist

generatig the Abel transforin of the pressure field! The effect of branch lines 011 this approach

needs to be stlldied, however.

It is also possible to constrct nulng operators to estiate the pole positions (as is done in

Maximum Entropy spectal estimation techniques) by using Equation (2), which does include

some branch lie effect.
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APPENDIX 1:

DETERMINING LIMITS FOR THE ALIASING RESULT OF SECTION (D.7)

In ths appendix we determine the limits as N .. for the expressions:

sin N 1TX 1TXcos-. 1TX 4sin-
2

and

cos N 1TX . 1TXsin __. 1TX 4si -
2

Toeyaluate the limit in Equation (1) we uSt the known liit:

SIn1TX (N - 1.)lim 2
N~x Sin1Tx li sin 21TXN ""~( k)= COS 1TX = £.U X -N~x sin 1TX k

The limit in Equation (3) is zero except at the zeros of Sin1TX, which occur at x = k for

k = 0, :!1, :!2, . . At these points COS1TX = cos1Tk = (-l)k. The effect of deleting the COS1TX

term is to generate alternatig signs:

lim S~1TNx = ~(-l)kõ(x-k)
N~x sin1TX k

A change of vanables shows that

1i sin1TNx = ~(-l)kõ(.!-k)N.. . X k 2
sin1T -

2

We determine the lit of Equation (1) by multiplying by cos ~x to ñnd:

lim sin1TNxcOS1TX = cos1Tx'5.(-l)kõ(.!-k)N~x . x 4 4 -k ' '2sin1T-
2

We can simplify Equation (6) by using the fact thatf(x)õ(x-xo) = f(xo)õ(x-xo) and that

1Tk
cos - =

2

1 k=0,4,8, . . .
o k =1,5,9,

-1 k ==2,6,10,

Ok=3,7,11,

to find:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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lim sin7rNx cos~ = 2.(-1)1r&(~ - 2k)N.. . x 4 1r 2
sm'T -

2

(8)

This is the result needed in the text.

To evaluate the lit of Equation (2):

cos N'TX . 'TXsm-
4 (9). 'TXsin-icosN'Tx 'TX

we fist consider the behavior of near x = O.The behavior at the other zeros of si-2
. 1TXsm-i

wil be similar. We assume that x is suficiently smal so thatsIn ~xcan be replaced the fist

term of its Taylor series, 'TX, We consider:
2

li cosN7rXN~x 7lX (10)

2

Instead of evaluatig the limit directly, we look at the Fourier transform of the lit. We

evaluate ths by takig the liit of the Fourier transforms of each term and write:1

FTf li cosN'TX J == li FTI cosN 'TX JN~x 7lX N~x 'TX- -2 . 2 (11)

cosN 'T XThe Fourer transform of can be found by convolvig the Fourier transform of
7lX

2

cosN 7rX with the Fourier transform of .2 w
7lX

FT f c~x J ~ FT(CO.v wx J*n (;x J (12)

so that:

1)These steps can be rigorously justied by usig generalid functons. (1 i They presume that two func.

tions are said to be equal if the result of convolvig their diference with any band.liited functon is al.
ways zer. Alterately, two functons are said to be equal if the Fourier transform of their diference is
zero for any fite band.
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FT f CO;'" 1 ~ ¡Õ(f- ~) +B(f + ~ + ¡-Zi sgn(f) J (13)

This fuction is plotted in Figure A1. 1. It is given by

FT f co;'" 1 ~

4ì f -. _ N
2

o _N -'f-.N2 2
-4ì N-'f

2

(14)

As N..x, ths Fourer transform becomes equal to zero over any finite interval. Consequently, as

a generalied function

lim cosN rrx .. 08
N -o 1TX

2

(15)

cosN 1TX
where 08 means 0 as a generalied fuction. Basicaly ths means that as N.. oscilltes

1TX

2

rapidly around zero in such an manner that when it is convolved with any bandlited fuction,

the result is zero. Since we wil only use ths functons inside integrals (strcty speakig impulses

are only defined inside integrals) we wil simply call it zero.

G. th th I. . . h lio I cosN 1TX hi h. ° 1 ° di II dIV en al s imilis :tero, L e il ° ,w C IS simp y a peno. ca y repeale.
. 1TXsm-i

cosN rrx 1TXversion of near the zeros of sin(-2 ) (with sign changes), must also be zero. Sice
1TX

2

sin ~x is fiite everywhere, we have the result needed in the text by multiplying:

lim cosN 1TX . 1TX 0sin - =N.. . 1TX 2SI-i (16)
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-N/2 o

N/2

cosN 'i X
Figure ALl FoUI-ör tranform of

1lX

2
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APPENDIX II:

THE VALUE OF THE KERNEL

FOR THE NUMERICAL PORTION OF THE HYBRID ALGORITHM

AT THE WATER WAVE NUMBER

In ths appendi we derive the value of L (ko) discussed in Section (IV.3a). L (kr) is

defied by Equation (IV .3a.15) as:

i rL(kr) - L(ko)l 'Yk2-k2' i

L (k ) == .: _ e i 0 ,IZr YkJ -k/

and we seek to evaluate the liit

(1)

1i L(kr)
k, -k 0

under the condition that the impedance of the bottom, Z (kr), is fite at kr = k o.

(2)

At kr = ko Equation (1) takes the indeterminate form ~. We evaluate the liit (2) by

using L' Hospital's rule:

-aitr(kr) - r(ko) )e¡~IZI
~YkJ-k2akr r

After separating out the terms that approach zero as kr --ko this expression becomes:

li i~r(k,) - r(k,) le'~'"
k,-oo Y kJ -k? = lim

k, -o 0
(3)

-iYk02-kr2. ¡YkLk2lzl
lim L(kr) = li k r(kr)e 0,
k, -o 0 kr -o 0 r (4)

We now express r(kr) in terms of the characteristic impedance of the upper half space, Zo,

and the impedance at the interface which we wil denote at Z1. Both Zo and Z1 are functons of

kr in general. In terms of these r(kr) is given by:

Z -Zr(k ) = 1 0r Z1+Z0 (5)

Takig denvatives we find:

. ( ¡Z1ZO - Z1ZO 1rk)=2r (z 1 +Zo)2 (6)
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We now use the characteristic impedance of the upper half space:

POW
Zo =

Y kÓ' -k?

where Po is the density of the half space, W is the temporal frequency, and ko == ~ where Co isCo

(7)

the speed of sound in the upper half space. Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6) and

evaluating Zo we have:

r(kr) = 2

. PoW kr PoWZi - Zi
Ykd-k? (kd-k;)312

2 Pow Pffw2Zi +2Zly +-
k6 -k; ka -k?

I . krPow i
ZIPOw - Y Z1

k 2 -k 2_ 2 Q r
- Z2(k2-k2)+2Z P wYk2-k2 + Põ2w210 r 10 0 r J

(8)

Substituting (8) into (4) we find

-iYk2-k2
li L (kr) = li 0 r .2.kr~kO kr..O kr r . kr POW i

PowZi - Y ZikJ -k?
Zf (k6 -kr2)+2Zipow YkJ -k?+P6w2

(9)

or

-2iZi(ko)
L (ko) = (10)

POW

provided that li YkJ -kr2Z1(kr) = 0
kr..O

If the interface is between two isovelocity half spaces, the expression (10) for L (ko) can be

written diecty in terms of the material parameters. For ths case Zi(kr) = Y P1W . Zi(ko) istl -k?

fite because k1 =lko ( if k1 = ko there would be no interface). L (ko) is given by

L (ko) =
poYkf -k6

-2i Pi
(11)
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APPEND ix III:

EV ALUATION OF THE POLE CONTRIDUTION TO THE FIELD FOR SECTION (IV.3ß)

Here we evaluate the pole contribution to Equation (1):

."

f 1 i .~IIl(r,z;Pi) == el p Z Jo(pr)pdp
o p2_p¡ y k 

2.. p2

We evaluate Equation (1) by determinig a partial dierential equation that it satisfes and solv-

(1)

ing that equation.

Taking the second partal derivative of Equation (1) with respect to z we have

(J2 "2_k2 i.ý' '" i~ i .yl-
;zI(r,z;p¡) = fP ti' ~ -I. IZl¡o(pr)pdp+2S(z)f p ti' k -p IZIJo(pr)pdp (2)àz 0 p2-p¡ v' k2~p2 0 p2.-p¡ v' kLp2

If we use

8(z) f (z) = 8(z) f (0) for any f (z ) (3)
then Equation (2) becomes2 '" 2 2 :ià I( .) - IlL iV'.lL¡;lz I¡ ( ) d 2"'()I 1 ¡ ( ) d-- r ,z ,p i - 2 2.. i 2 2 e 0 pr P P - u Z 2 2 0 pr p pàz 0 P -Pi v k -p 0 P -Pi
Puttng it all together we have:

(4)

¡ 2 l:i :i(J i .~ 1
-- - (p? - k2) I(r,z;pi) = I y e'.l p IZI¡o(pr)pdp - 28(z) I 2 iJo(pr)pd)àz 0 k2-p¡ 0 P - Pi

If we defie ß2 == pl - k2 , choosing real part of ß ;: 0, and use

:x ~ ikv'r2+z2
f i el k2-p2lz IJ o(pr )pd p = eo Yk2-p2 Yr2+z2 (6)

together with

J -- J o(pr )pd P = K o( - sgn (1m (Pi) J i Pi r) = -271i H Jl) (Pi r) when Im (Pi) ;: 0 (7)
o P -Pi

then (A2.5) becomes

r 2 J ik v'r2+z2
L à:2 - ß2 I (r ,z ;Pi) = e r2+ z2 + i ir5(z )H Jl) (Pi r )

(8)

when 1m (Pi) ;: O.
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The Green's functon for ths diferential equation is given by

G(r,z ,1;) = ~: e -Iz-~Iß (9)
Using ths for the impulsive response and convolving with the continuous drivig functon to

obtain the partcuar solution we obtain:

1 -:l ik vr2+e .l(r z.p.) = -=f e e-ßlz-~ldL - !:H(1)(p.r)e-ß1z1 (10), , i 2ß:l V r2+f ." 2ß 0 i
When 1m (Pi) ? O.

The general form of ths expression which is valid for all Pi is given by:

-1 -x ik V,2+i;2 1
I (r,z ;Pi) = 2ß £ eYr2+e e -ßlz-i;ld~ + ßKo( -sgn (1m (Pi))i Pir )e-ß1z I (11)




